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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to determine the
political theory of John Milton as the poet-statesman
expressed that theory in Paradise Lost.

To accomplish

the purpose of this study, it was proposed to answer the
following questions.
1. How did John Milton’s political theories influence
his political behavior and actions in the
Commonwealth?
2. How did John Milton conceive the "State of Nature"
3. How does Milton account for the origin and develop
ment of the State?
4. What does John Milton regard to be the origin of
political authority?
5 . What is the relationship of political authority
to law, as perceived by John Milton?

6. At what point does the sovereign exercise of
political authority subvert itself to the
tyrannical abuse of political authority?
7. How does Milton define "freedom” and how does he
relate freedom to civil rule?

Methods and Procedure .
The careful and studied reading of Paradise Lost
was complemented by an investigation of the principle
political treatises of John Milton including The Doctrine
and Discipline of Divorce,

Areopaqitica. The Tenure of

Kings and Magistrates. EikonQklaëtes, The First Defense
of the People of England, The Second Defense of the
People of England, A Treatise of Civil Power in
Ecclesiastical Causes» The Christian Doctrine, The Ready
and Easy Way to Establish a Free Commonwealth.

To

understand the nature of Milton's political theory in
Paradise Lost, the historical context in which that theory
evolved was examined.

Extensive reading in related works

of political theory, classical and contemporary, was
intrinsic to the study and analysis presented.

Results of the Study
In Paradise Lost, the twelve book epic in blank
verse based on the Bible story of the creatibn and fall

of Satan and Adam and Eve, the political theory of
John Milton is one in which the vital elements of his
political thought are conveyed through personalities,
events, and ideas poetically portrayed.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

The relationship of literature to the history of
political theory represents a vital area of academic
inquiry.

In a scholarly study entitled Political Myth

and Epic» Gilbert M. Cuthbertson, for example, discusses
the relationship of politics to epic literature.

In

Politics and the Novel, Irving Howe discusses the im¬
pact of ideology on literature.

In Politics Through

Literature, Henry Holland suggests that much of our
understanding of the political forces at work within
the British reform movements between 1832 and 1885
stems from the literary contributions of Disraeli,
Elliot, Meredith, and Trollope, while the dynamism of
American political movements of the 1920's and 1930's
are poignantly reflected in the works of John Steinbeck,
Sinclair Lewisf Sherwood Anderson, and Robert Penn Warren.
As political scientists Philip Green and Michael Walzer
contend:
The world of literature...can touch the politi¬
cal imagination,. .Good literature offers us an
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exceptionally keen perception of the vital
elements in political life; the ways in which
seemingly abstract ideas become dramatically
realized in the behavior of individuals,
groups, and even nations? the ways in which
seemingly impersonal institutions become
intertwined in the lives of persons; the ways
conversely, in which individuals and groups
subtly mold institutions and abstract ideas to
achieve their own ends. To see an idea or an
institution in operation, to see political life
as a personal problem, obedience and disobedience
as complex human choices
all this adds a
.
dimension to one’s understanding of politics...
An exploration into the essential issues of praxis
in the history of political thought and the conceptual
and historical relationships between art and politics
provides an approach to political philosophy which is
both rewarding and intellectually adventurous.

In

particular, a focus upon the relationship of politics and
poetry where political events evoke artistic reactions is
an exciting perspective from which to embark on such an
exploration.
As Thomas R. Edwards observes in Imagination and
Power: A Study of Poetry on Public Themes:
in contemplating public events the poetic
imagination, a proud and essentially private
capacity of mind, may in some way be ’socialized,* ,
made aware of its connections with a state of
awareness that is much more extensive, if less
coherent and subtle, than the imaginative aware-
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ness that creates art. The undertaking of a
'public poem' can lead the poet to a fuller
consciousness of what he, as artist, has in
common with the general condition of men in
his society? in this sense of socializing of
imagination is also a humanizing.
But at the
same time...the successful public poem criticises
and chastens the public awareness of ordinary men
by seeing through the habits of rhetoric and
feeling that conceal from us the full complexity
of our relation to politics and power.
It may be further suggested that because "political
theory...is a reflection upon morals...government,
religion and law,""* the poetry^rhich embodies the political
thought of the poet-pùlitical theorist may represent the
religious, social, economic, and political experiences to
which he was exposed.
The history of political theory is written in the
light of the hypothesis that theories of politics
are themselves a part of politics.
In other words,
they do not refer to an external reality but are
produced as a normal part of the social^milieu
in which politics itself has its being.
In particular, if political preferences and per¬
suasions may be characterized as a process of interaction
between poet and 'polis,' it may be hypothesized that
political behavior and philosophy may be dramatically
portrayed through the artistic work and ultimately dis-
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covered through an analysis and study of the poetic
contribution.
search

To conduct such an analysis» this re¬

study was so designed.

John Milton (1608-1674)
John Milton was both poet and political philosopher.
Indeed,
...the intimate relationship between the poetic
and political remains a permanent part of the
thought of...Milton...Milton sees the_good of
poetry as entwined with the good of society and
asserts the essential union between an active
life of political involvement and one of artistic
achievement.
His literary contributions, in particular, the epic poem
Paradise Lost, were the medium for the expression of his
political imagination.

In Paradise Lost, the twelve book

epic in blank verse based on the Bible story of the crea¬
tion and the fall of Satan and of Adam and Eve, Milton’s
approach to political theory was one in which the vital
elements of political thought were transformed into
personalitiés and abstract ideas poetically portrayed.
Milton and the Political Milieu of 17th Century England
John Milton lived during, and was deeply involved in,
what many historians considered to be England's most tempes

T

*

tuous political age.
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*1

Civil discord

the years from 1640 to 1660»

divided England in

Charles I and the bishops

clashed with Parliament over policies of church and state.
I*

Civil War broke out in 1642.

The Puritans won.

Charles I

was beheaded and a Commonwealth government was establish¬
ed.
As an English subject who experienced the turmoils
of the realm prior to and during the civil wars, ..oh*: ilir + or
John Hilton presented the boundless scene of Paradise Lost
as a magnified reflection of human drama.

Paradise Lost

was a very significant tapestry against which the careful
and studied analysis of this epic isvaaled important in¬
sights into his political philosophy.

In Paradise Lost.

Milton recounted the moral conflicts, intellectual disputes,
social changes, the national expansion and allied upheavals
that characterized seventeenth century England.

Often he

did so from the perspective derived of his experiences as
a statesman of the Commonwealth.
Milton and Paradise Lost
John Milton, for whom rebellion and its political
ramifications posed serious problems of political
philosophy, did not fully conceive nor complete
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Paradise Lost until some time after the Restoration .
Period.

However, given the subject of this epic work and

the period of his life in which it was published, it is
perhaps inevitable that Paradise Lost should become the
poetic medium of Milton's political thoughts expressed.
It must be noted, however, that neither Milton's
mode of expression, nor the motives and events of
Paradise bost are without precedent.

.i

Many of England's

greatest seventeenth century writers and poets manifestly
employed verse as an effective polemic device to conduct
discussion and discourse of political principle, for as
Thomas R. Edwards declared, "The century is remarkable for
the ever increasing use of poetry in religious, social,
and political controversy."6
I mean only to suggest that in a political
situation like Milton's, moral and religious
subjects could not well be insulated from political
subjects, and that the political subjects, once
they entered the picture even peripherally added
to the complexity of the true poet's view...'
As the expression of John Milton's political philoso¬
phy, Paradise Lost is the study of the consummated relation¬
ship of politics to the religious epic.

The nature of

this relationship was not unexpected, for a literary con-
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tribution which raised the question of authority versus
the individual will was, for seventeenth century England,
8
a political question as well as a religious one.
•

•

♦

Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to investigate and
objectively determine John Milton’s political theory as
expressed in his epic poem Paradise Lost.

The careful,

studied reading of Paradise Lost provides information
about John Milton’s political persuasions and insights in¬
to his political theory.
To accomplish the purpose of this study, it is
proposed to answer the following questions.
1. How did John Milton’s political theories influence
his political behavior and actions in the
Commonwealth?
2. How did John Milton conceive the "State of Nature"?
3. How does Milton account for the origin and de¬
velopment of the State?
4. What does John Milton regard to be the origin of
political authority?
5 . What is the relationship of political authority
to law, as perceived by John Milton?

8

6. At what point does the sovereign exercise of
political authority subvert itself to the
tyrannical abuse of political authority?
7. How does Milton define •• freedom" and how does he
relate freedom to ciVil rule?
8. How relevant are those principles of John Milton’s
political philosophy as expressed in Paradise Lost
to contemporary political thought?

9
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Chapter II
THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF JOHN MILTON'S POLITICAL THOUGHT
Poet, political publicist, politician

John Milton

immersed himself not only into the scholarly realm of
academic inquiry, but also into the colorful, often the
very controversial, world of Commonwealths politics.
What was the result?

John Milton the poet was influenced

by John Milton the statesman.

Indeed, nowhere is this

integration of poetic-political experience more evident
than in Paradise Lost where Milton's political disposi***
tions were forcefully expressed not in isolation from
his own political experience.
Milton, a voracious student from early childhood
(he traced the initial cause of his blindness to the
fact that from his twelfth year he rarely quitted his
books before midnight) was a scholar of unique percep¬
tion and genius.

As a statesman, Miltonwas. a: man oof

honor and a person of intense commitment to cause.

In

order to achieve a better and more comprehensive under¬
standing of the character and depth of John Milton's
political philosophy as evident in Paradise Lost, one
must examine the political experiences
consequent to, Milton's dispositions.

born of, and
‘ Jt w-ï V':
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It cannot be supposed that any political
philosophy of the present time, more than
those of the past can step out of the
relationships in which it stands to the
problems, the valuations, the habits* or
even the prejudices of its own time.
Therefore, in an effort to better understand the quality
and nature of Hilton*s political theory in Paradise Lost,
it is important to explore briefly the historical context
in which that theory evolved.
Background and Related History
It was in 1637 that the Stuart King, Charles I,
attempted to impose Anglican ecclesiatical forms upon
the Church of Scotland.

In this event, the English

Revolution had its genesis.

Incited to fiery

intransigence, the Scots rebelled against both the Act
and King Charles I.

The inevitable clash of arms,

historically identified as the

Two Bishops War, ensued,

and when concluded, the Scots held the north of England.
Fearful that the situation with the Scots would
further - rupture the English kingdom, Charles I sought
to reactivate the Parliament whose participation in
national affairs he had earlier effectively excluded
for a period of about twelve years.

During that period,
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Charles had ruled England on the basis of royal
prerogative, a form of reign by which he had very
capably alienatedi (a) the traditional ruling class of
England; (b) a substantial segment of the nation's
population; (c) the aristocrat of republican pro¬
clivities John Hilton.
The English Parliament,once reinstated, demanded
fundamental constitutional concessions among which was
included the right to be dissolved only by its own vote.
Political tensions between Parliament and the King
bristled when the attempt by the Parliament to restore
constitutional balance was interpreted as the attempt
to go beyond the mere check of constitutional abuses.
Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce (1643)
John Milton's first real political notoriety
emerged with his Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce
which was buttressed by five more tracts: Of Education
(1644), The Judgment of Martin Bucer Concerning Divorce
(1644), Areopagitica (1644), Tetrachordan and Colasterion
(1645).

However, it was Doctrine and Discipline of

Divorce that had significant ramifications upon the

*
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political climate of the time and had earned the young
scholar considerable attention as a political commentator.
The Presbyterians vitriolically attacked the 1643
tract.

Opponents to Milton’s position on the divorce

question, a position which had significant ramifications
in the political arena, tried without success, to
prosecute him on the grounds that he had published without
a license.

The attack stimulated Milton to further

pamphleteer his positions.

In 1644, Milton published

Areopaqitica, an outcry against censorship of the press,
in which he argued: "Truth needs no policies, nor
strategems, nor licensings to make her victorious

those

are the shifts and defenses that error uses against
her power."
The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates (1649)
Until 1649, John Milton’s involvement in politics
was of a tangential nature, for he primarily occupied
himself with his research and the writings of the
History of Britain and his large treatise on Christian
doctrine.

In February, 1649, two weeks after King Charles*

execution, Milton's career in politics catapulted with the
publication of The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates.

In

his earlier tract On Reformation Touching Church Discipline
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in England (1641), John Milton had written as a good
1
i

monarchist, intent only on freeing the crown from the
incubus of prelacy,

ABy

1649, he had moved far enough

to the left to expound the more or less democratic
doctrine of Renaissance liberals, that power resides
always in the people who delegate it to the sovereign
but who may, if power is abused, reassume it and depose
or even execute

the tyrant.

In substance, Milton

rejected the Stuart claim and the abstract theorem of
the Divine iRight of Kings.

Opposed also to the view

of the absolutists such as Thomas Hobbes, who held that
the people surrendered all rights to the sovereign,
Milton argued in The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates
that the state evolved from a contractual relationship
among thepeople and later between the people and their
rulers.

Milton declared that it was the people who invest¬

ed the king with political power and furthermore, that
t

they atall times, retained the power to revoke that
authority.

As an unsolicited justification of the

execution of Charles I, The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates
defended the sovereign right of the people to resist
tyranny on the basis of salus populi.

15.

One month after the publication of The Tenure of
Kings and Magistrates» in March 1649, Milton was invited
to become Secretary for Foreign Languages to Cromwell's
Council of state. Hitherto a detached observer, Milton,
despite his private studies, was doubtless eager to have
a hand in the workings of government.

As a publicist of

demonstrated sympathy with the revolution, Milton's
tenure also permitted him to continue his defense of the
cause against the multiplying attacks on the Commonwealth
execution of Charles X.
John Milton's experience as a political publicist
and an official within the Council of State, immersed
himself into the colorful» often intensely controversial
realm of Commonwealth politics.

The events of his politi¬

cal career, which spanned a period of ten years, indelibly
engraved upon his poetic mind political ideas and affections
which would be reflected in his epic poetry.

His official

experience has been thought to have contributed to the
realism of the fallen angels' debate in Paradise Lost.
Indeed, the political temperament of Paradise Lost
specifically stemmed from the political realities of
seventeenth century England for it was only in Miltonic
political thought that a Parliament convened in Hell and
a Charles I presided over the fiendish debates that ensued.

16

That is, a comparison of Milton’s revolutionary
political pamphlets with Paradise Lost
demonstrates.». that the imagery and language which
Milton associated with Charles in order to illuminate
that tyrant’s psychology parallel remarkably those
he later associated with Satan in Paradise Lost
for the same purpose.
Thus...images which associate Charles, in the politi¬
cal pamphlets, with bestial degradation, mindless
aggression, fallen splendor, appearance devoid
of value and self-indulgent purposelessness are
repeated in Paradise Lost to portray the same
characteristics in Satan, Milton compares both
Charles and Satan to wolves and vultures to
suggest their bestiality and to describe the
peculiar kind of tyrannical personality which can
sustain itself only by devouring others.

17.
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Chapter III
JOHN MILTON'S RELIGIO-POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
AND LATER YEARS AS SECRETARY
John Milton had been extremely active in '
the Commonwealth as a political publicist and as
Secretary for Foreign Languages to the Council of State*
In October of 1649, less than a year after the appearance
of The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates, Miltonauthored
Eikonoklastes, a rebuttal to Eikon Basilike, a book
edited from the king's papers by his chplain, John Gauden
By 1651, John Milton was supervisory editor of the chief
Commonwealth newspaper Mercurius Politicus.
Then in 1652, Milton completely lost his eyesight
which, always poor, had rapidly deteriorated through his
later years.

Blindness became complete in the winter

of 1651-1652, when Milton was only forty-three; never►

theless, he èontinued to serve as Secretary to the
Council of State.
Meanwhile, the ekiled Charles II schemed to re¬
capture the Stuart throne.

To this end, Charles II

commissioned Claudius Salmasius, brilliant scholar and
writer, to attack in written form those who had perpétrât
ed the execution of Charles I.

Milton,defenderof the

Republic, replied to Salmasius' Defensio Regia pro
Carolo I with Defensio pro populo Anqlicano,*
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Defense of the English People.

However, Milton’s

prosaic retort to Salmasius proved to be less the
rendition of theoretical principles arraigned to justify
the King's execution thah it was a discrediting testi¬
monial of Salmasius' corrupt person and a vindication
of the character of John Milton which had been, sorely
abused in the Defensio Regia pro Carolo I.
The Relationship of Church to State
Political controversy onward raged.

The Second

Defense of the English People published in 1654 served
as John Milton's refutation of an anonymous, Reqii
Sanguinis Clamor ad Coelum adversus Parricidas Anqlicanos,
which he erroneously attributed to Alexander More, though
2
it was written by Peter Du Moulin.
Milton was later
to tacitly accept Alexander More's denial of authorship;
however, in 1655, John Milton published Pro Se Defensio,
in which he accorded political depravity to Alexander More
and at least some general responsibility for the publicaJ

tion of the objectionable Reqii Sanguinis.
Throughout his political career, Milton argued for
the clear distinction between the responsibility of the
Church and the responsibility of the State.

However,

21

Milton did consider it entirely appropriate

indeed,

he regarded it as requisite -— for a magistrate to
protect Protestant

Christianity from the dangers

posed by idolatry and popery.

In Milton*s 1659

publication entitled A Treatise of Civil Pover in
Ecclesiastical Causes, he called for the provision
of freedom of religion to all sects save Catholicism
which he cited as a danger to the national security
of England.
Humanism and the Conduct of the State
John Hilton believed in, and subscribed to, the
humanistic form of rule by just men.

Among the alterna

tive political leaders of his day, Milton perceived
Cromwell as the statesman, an English patriot, and the
ardent defender of true liberty.
Contrasting political ideas, however, influenced
the conduct of state affairs during John Milton*s
tenure in political office.

The instinctively conserva

tive position,characterized by the political attitudes
of Henry Ireton, who once argued that those possessed
of ‘the permanent interest of the land* ought to rule,
and to a large extent, by Cromwell himself, called for
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the Kingship but with imposed constraints upon the
exercise of regal authority.

Conservatives of this

political persuasion favored the periodic election of
Parliament members on the basis of a limited franchise
and the

supremacy,of the Parliament in state affairs.

Juxtaposed to this relatively traditional philosophy
of political organization was the more radical Leveler
political posture which favored a more inclusive
democratic suffrage and a written constitution designed
to curtail the potential abuse of royal and Parliamentary
powers.

Perhaps the most leftist of the political

positions was that

which was generally affected, by the

interdenominational currents of millenarianism and
antimonianism.

Preoccupied with vague and often ill-

defined religious concerns and suspicious of constitution¬
al government, supporters of this position perceived
the Army's victories as an act of God and an instrument
whereby justice for crimes could be procured.
This disinvolved compendium of the intricate
and complex maze of political mainthoughts which prevailed
during the era of John Milton, and in particular at the
time of his political career, suggest that Milton recog-
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nized and responded to these varied and diverse politi¬
cal postulates.

Between the time of the death of

Oliver Cromwell and the beginning of the Restoration
Period, as the political machinery patently moved to
bring back Charles II, John Hilton strived to con¬
solidate the gains of the Civil War through a series of
political pamphlets, one of the foremost of which was entitled The Ready and Easy Wav to Establish a Free Common¬
wealth.

A champion of the humanistic reforms that had

been achieved, John Milton feared, more than anything
else, that England would return to the tyranny from which
it had removed itself.
John Hilton and Oliver Cromwell
When England failed to support electorally the
Protectorate Oliver Cromwell had endorsed, Milton believed
that the English people had abjured themselves of the
leadership of the only man who could reasonably deliver
the Commonwealth from the slavery and oppression
it had experienced under King Charles.

The shift in

English politics toward the restoration of a Stuart king
would mean the demise of the Republic, Milton submitted.

24

With the capitulation of the Republic and the
restoration of Charles II to the throne of England,
Milton's life was endangered.

The Restoration

government, in an act of revenge, had exhumed and
hanged the bodies of Cromwell, Ireton, and Bradshaw.
With a warrant out for his arrest, John Milton went
into hiding during the summer of 1660.

Although the

Act of Oblivion issued in August of 1660 did not
apply to him, Milton was taken into custody and im¬
prisoned.

According to different accounts researched,

Milton's life was spared because of the intercession
of friends, in particular, the poet Andrew Marvell, who
in 1657 had become a fellow secretary and was now a
member of Parliament and of the royalist playwright
Sir William Devenant, whose life Milton had earlier
been the means of saving.

The same research reports

allege that upon his release from prison and his sub¬
sequent pardon, the blind poet, now considered harmless,
had been offered a Latin secretaryship under Charles II.
•L

John Milton's Last Fourteen Years
After the Restoration, John Milton assumed the
posture of political silence until King Charles II

25

issued the Declaration Of Indulgence in 1673*

As

the result of this act, King Charles, who waë secret¬
ly a Catholic, extended greater toleration to Catholicism
and all the Protestant sects.

Milton, who feared the

ramifications of what he perceived to be Catholic
popery, rose to frustrate the extension of toleration
to Catholicism.

In pursuit of this goal, John Milton

published Of True Religion. Heresy» Schism and Toleration
(1673) in which he advocated that toleration be extended
to all Protestant sects but be denied to the Catholics on
the premise that Catholicism posed a threat to the
national security of England.

This last religio-

political tract was, simultaneously, a courageous, final
attempt on the part of John Milton to plead for Protestant
harmony and unity.
With respect to John Milton's religio-political
thinking and its influence upon later times, the dynamic
center of Milton's creed was Christian liberty, the
Reformation doctrine which he was instrumental in
/

deepening

and widening.

Though not a democrat in the

contemporary sense of the term, Milton was the classical
or aristocratic republican whose vision of Platonic

26

philosopher-kings coalesced with Puritan saints.

3

With his outwardly peaceful retirement from the
political arena» John Hilton renewed his dedication to :
the composition of his major poetry» and in particular,
his great epic poefti Paradise Lost.

In 1674, the poet

Milton published Paradise Lost, A Poem in Twelve Books.
For many scholars, it was, and still is, one of the
greatest contributions to the English literature; for
still many others, including this researcher, it was and
is a source of political commentary.

John Milton's

political ideas and affections, though far less explicit
H

than in his political tracts, pervade his great epic
achievement Paradise Lost.
The force and direction of John Milton's poetry
and political prose was generated by his intense con¬
cern with liberty, and his conception of the regenerated
Man who aspired to be as nearly perfect as the un<fallen
Adam.

For John Milton, "Reason" which is "but choosing"

was the basis of all ethical and political behavior and
action.

From the classical Platonic tradition, Milton

imbibed his emphasis upon Man's rational freedom and
responsible power of choice.

Indeed, Platonism affected

27

the shaping of John Milton’s political idealism and,
in many respects, the expression of that ideaism.
Hence, in his epic poetry, in particular Paradise Lost,
John Milton did not hesitate to enrich the treatment
of ’'Reason** and the passions Jay drawing freely upon
Platonic myths.
Reason, which provided Man with the ability to
choose between good and evil was# for Milton, the
foundation of politics and the subject of political
philosophy.

He championed his fcatise in terms of the

anatomy of Reason by eloquently identifying the essential
consonance between true law and the law of nature.

28
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Chapter IV
THE “STATE OF NATURE" AND THE ORIGIN OF THE STATE
The drama of the Temptation and the Fall in Paradise
Lost was the poetic background for the expression of John
Hilton’s political theory*

The drama of the Temptation and

the Fall, consequent in part, to the purveyance of egalitar¬
ian myth was the foundation for Milton’s political theory and
in part, the justification for his aristocratic republicanism
The distinction between the condition of man in the State of
Nature before the Fall and the condition of man in the State
of Nature after the Fall was central to the evolution of
Milton’s political thought with respect to an analysis of
(1) the character of the State of Naturo and the Origin of
the State and (2) a discussion of intrinsic and peripheral
political considerations including (a) the Miltonic con¬
ception of Freedom; (b) the "invention" of law; (c) the
relationship of law to political authority.

With these

principles enunciated, the exploratory analysis of the
political thought of John Milton with respect to the State of
Nature and the Origin of the State was developed.

The State of Nature in Paradise Lost
Milton's nature integra of Paradise Lost was a poetic
rendition of man's condition in the state of nature before
the Fall.

In Eden, the Paradise of universal peace and

harmony, man's "happiest life' spent in "simplicity and
spotless innocence" summoned forth and embraced a conception
of the state of nature reminiscent of the Stoic tradition
wherein "all actions promote the harmony of the spirit dwell¬
ing in the individual man with the will of him who orders the
universe."^-

Admidst the cool breezes and "brimming stream"

of the Garden of Eden, Adam and Eve dwelled free from passion,
archetypes of primordial man in the state of nature.
Truth, Wisdom, Sanctitude severe and pure,
Severe, but in true filial freedom placet;
Whence true autority in men; though both
Not equal, as thir sex not equal seem'd;
For contemplation hee and valor form'd, ~
For softness shee and sweet attractive Grace!..
(IV, 293-298)
Nor those mysterious parts were then conceal'd,
Then was not guilty shame: dishonest shame
Of Nature's works, honor dishonorable,
Sin-bred, how have ye troubl'd all mankind
With shows instead, mere shows of seeming pure,
And banisht from man's life his happiest life
Simplicity and spotless innocence,
So pass'd they nakeçl on, nor shunn'd the sight
Of God or Angel, for they thought no ill...
(IV, 312-320)
Adam the goodliest man of men since born
His Sons, the fairest of her Daughters Eve.
(IV 323-324)
They sat them down, and after no more toil
Of thir sweet Gardening labor than suffic'd
To recommend, cool Zephyr,,and made ease .
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More easy, wholesome thirst and appetite
More grateful, to thir Supper Fruits they fell,
Nectarine Fruits which the compliant boughs
Yielded them, side-long as they sat recline
On the soft downy Bank damaskt with flow'rs*
The savory pulp they chéw, and in the rind
Still as they thirsted scoop the brimming stream;
Nor gentle purpose, nor endearing smiles
Wanted, nor youthful dalliance as beseems
Fair couple, linkt in happy nuptial League,
Alone as they. About them frisking play'd
All Beasts of th'Earth, since wild, and of all chase
In Wood or Wilderness, Forest or Den
(IV, 327-342)
Into our room of bliss thus high advanc't
Creatures of other mould, earth-born perhaps,
Not spirits, yet to heavenly spirits bright
Little inferior... (IV,359-362)
The "Fair couple, linkffe in happy nuptial League" lived
in a partnership of perfect bliss reflected in material and
spiritual perfection and maintained through the serene
avoidance of sin.
The pair lived in a partnership of unalloyed
felicity; their love for God and for each other
was undisturbed...there was no encroachment of
any kind of evil*.*to bring them sadness.
How fortunate then were the first human beings!
They were hot distressed by any agitations of the
mind, nor pained by any disorders of the body...
In this state of bliss, there would have been the
serene assurance that no one would die.
Though discussed within the context of Christian dogma,
4

Milton's description of the State of Nature in Paradise Lost,
the pre-political life of man, is infused by elements of
t

Platonic political philosophy.

. -,

In fact, Milton's character¬

ization of the condition of man in the state of nature before
the Fall was not unlike Plato's portrayal of the pre-
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political life of man before the withdrawal of Kronos.
Through Plato, the "state of nature" made its appearance and
provided the poetic setting from which Milton derived the
#

establishment of political institutions.

Indeed, Plato's

depiction t of Divine rule in The Statesman was in many re¬
spects a mythic forgery of the Christian account of Divine
government in Paradise Lost.
In that era God was supreme governor...So it
befell that savagery was nowhere to be found
nor preying of creature on creature, nor did war
rage nor any strife whatsoever. There were number£•.
less consequences of this divine ordering of the
world...concerning man's life in that paradise. A
god was their shepherd *and had charge of them and
fed them even as men now have charge of other
creatures inferior to them — for men are closer
to the divine than they ...men rose up anew into
life out of the earth, having no memory of the
former things. Instead they had fruits without
stint from trees and bushes...For the most part
they disported themselves in the open needing
neither clothing nor couch, for the seasons were
blended evenly so as to worK them no hurt, and the
grass which sprang up out of the earth in abundance
made a soft bed for them. This is the story
Socrates, of the life of men under the government
of Kronos.
.

Reason and the Law of Nature
In the Garden of Eden before the Fall, Adam and Eve
•
.
5
"lived according to God's will" governed by Reason "In them,
Divine Resemblance.

Hence, as Adam and Eve abided by the

dictates of Reason, so too did they live in accordance with
Divine Law, of which natural law is essentially consonants
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"...the rest, we live
Law" (IX, 653-654).

/Law to ourselves, our Reason is our
"True law is right reason conformable

to nature, universal, unchangeable, eternal, whose commands
urge us to duty, and whose prohibitions restrain us from
evil.^
The law of nature is a dictate of right reason,
which points out that an act, according as it is
or is not in conformity with rational nature,
has in it a quality of moral baseness or moral
necessity; and that, in consequence, such an act
is either forbidden or enjoined by the author of
nature God.'
Furthermore, the law of nature cannot be changed by the will
of God, at least in terms of a syllogistic approach to an
apprehension of the Divine.

God does not wield power to

make valid a proposition that is inherently self-contra¬
dictory.

Such action would be an indication of weakness not

power.
Can he make deathless Death? That were to make
Strange contradiction, which to God himself
Impossible is held, as Argument
Of weakness not of Power.
Milton*s poetic statement embodied ^ principle critical to
all theoretical systems of natural right.

In Paradise Lost,

Milton reiterated that principle most classically put forth
by Hugo Grotius in the introduction to De Jure belli et
i

''

'

r

pacis. God, although absolute sovereign of the universe "Who
made our laws to bind us, not himself"

8

upon to act in contradiction to Reason.

cannot be imposed
According to
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Grotius, even the will of an omnipotent entity cannot change
the universal tenets of natural law nor rescind the funda¬
mental rights provided by natural law, for these are not
arbitrary laws but laws which must maintain their objective
validity eternally.
eternally existent,"

As ''geometry is knowledge of the
so too, there is nothing arbitrary in

natural law any more than in geometry or arithmetic, for
"Laws, in their most general signification, are the necessary
relations arising from the nature of things."1^
Now the Law of Nature is so unalterable, that
it cannot be changed even by God himself. For
although the power of God is infinite, yet there
are some things, to which it does not extend.
Because the things so expressed would have no true
meaning, but imply a contradiction. Thus, two and
two must make four nor is it possible to be
otherwise; nor again, can what is really evil
not be evil...For as the substance of things in
their nature and existence depends upon nothing
but themselves; so these are qualities insepara¬
bly connected with their being and essence. Of
this kind is the evil of certain actions, compared
with the nature of a reasonable being. Therefore,
God himself suffers his actions to be judged by
this rule.11

Natural Law às a Reflection of Divine Reason
In Paradise Lost. Milton poetically echoed Aristotle
who stated, "Law (as the pure voice of God and reason) may
thus be defined as Reason free from all passions."

12

Milton

lent intellectual support to the theoretical assertion that
the law of nature was derived from God's reign of the uni¬
verse and that the law of nature was expressed through the
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rational faculty of man, a faculty which makes them akin
to God, "In them, Divine resemblance."
Reason with the Divine was a^

The association of

historically pre-eminent no*-

tion of political philosophy capable of being traced back
to Cicero who noted that natural law has as its basis
Divine Law which is conceived as the right reason of
Jupiter.

i
i..

Therefore, according to Milton’s political phi^-

losophy as expressed in Paradise Lost, natural law is that
aspect of Divine Law which men comprehend through Reason.
Eternally binding on all men, natural law operated in
the interest of mankind and cannot, in fact, compel men to
act in a manner contrary to man's good.

Furthermore, as

the drama of the temptation and the Fall demonstrated, ac¬
tion by man contrary to the command of God proved to be
action contrary to the welfare of man.
...true in our Fall
False in our promis'd Rising, since our Eyes
Op'n’d we find indeed, and find we know
Both Good and Evil, Good lost, and Evil got
Bad Fruit of Knowledge, if this be to know,
Which leaves us naked thus, of Honor void,
Of innocence, of Faith, of Purity,
Our wonted Ornaments now soil'd and stain'd
And in our Faces evident the signs
Of Foul concupiscence (IX, 1069-1078)
Freedom in Paradise Lost
Intrinsic to the thematic power of Paradise Lost was
"the problem of freedom defined as perfect obedience to
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perfect law.**

13

In his approach to the problem of order

(in the Platonic sense) and "disobedience to constituted
authority,

Milton confronted the perennial political

dilemma posed by Reason and Free Will.

Descrying Cal-

vinistic tenets concerning predestination, Milton insisted
that Will and Reason where "Reason also is choice*.’

(111,108)

was "useless and vain" if "of freedom both despoil’d"
(III, 109).

In Paradise Lost» Milton denied Calvin's

principles that suggested God had predestined certain souls
to salvation and ordained other souls to damnation.

Milton

argued that man's 'election* to heaven was a matter of man's
free acceptance of God's "sufficient grace."
...I made him just and right.
Sufficient to have stood, though free to fall.
(Ill, 98-99)
But God left free the Will, for what obeys
Reason is free, and Reason he made right
(IX, 350-351)
Arminianism, which emerged as a liberal reaction to the
Calvinist doctrine of predestination, profoundly influenced
Milton's political disposition towards the definition of
freedom.

By proposing the mutual compatibility of man's

free will and God's sovereignty, Paradise Lost provided the
vindication of Arminianism, a vinification of Calvinism.
...They therefore as to right belong'd,
So were created, nor can justly accuse
Thir maker, or thir making, or thir Fate;
As if predestination over-rul'd
Thir will, dispos'd by absolute Decree
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Or high foreknowledge; they themselves decreed
Thir own revolt, not I: if I foreknew,
Foreknowledge had no influence on their fault,
Which had no less prov'd certain unforeknown.
So without least impulse or shadow of Fate,
Or aught by me immutable foreseen,
They trespass, Authors to themselves in all
Both what they judge and what they choose; for so
I form'd them free, and free they must remain,
Till they enthrall themselves; I else must change
Thir nature, and revoke the high Decree
Unchangeable, Eternal, which ordain'd
Thir freedoms they themselves ordain'd thir fall.
(Ill, 111-128)
In place of Calvin's predestination, Milton, himself an
Arminian, proposed Divine foreknowledge of freely willed
acceptance of or rejection of God's proffered love.
In Paradise Lost, freedom was never the freedom from
moral injunction: however, the will was free to perversely
reject the moral obligation.

As Cassirer notes:

...man chooses his demon. This choice determines
his life and his future destiny. Man ceases being
under-the iron grip of a .►. divine, or denomic
force. He is a free agent who has to take full
responsibility.1^
Paradise Lost and the Myth of Er
In Paradise Lost. Milton declared that true freedom re¬
quired obedience to Reason as embodied in natural law.

For

Milton, the only alternative to freedom as obedience to
constituted authority was unbridled and vagabond license.
What though the brood of Belial, the draff of
men, to whom no liberty is pleasing but unbridled
and vagabond lust without pale or partition...
their debaucheries.. .They will know better when
they shall hence learn that honest liberty is the
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greatest foe to dishonest license.

1 fi

Throughout Milton's political theory, freedom was in¬
timately associated with Thomistic free will, freedom was
freedom to choose the good.

Because freedom in Paradise

was freedom to choose the good, Adam denied freedom by
electing of his own accord to commit evil.

As Plato states

in The Republic: "The blame is his who choose; Heaven is
17
blameless."
Taken from the Myth of Er, these words re¬
presented Plato's discussion of moral freedom under the
reign of natural law, Plato's attempt to reconcile free will
and law in a mythic discussion of free choice.

18

A kind of

rallying cry among early Christian champions of the Free
Will,

these words depicted, too, Milton's conception of

Free Will as exercised by Adam in Paradise Lost.

"No guard-

will

ian spiritAcast lots for you, but you shall choose your own
destiny."
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Like Plato's Myth of Er in The Republic.

Milton's poetic portrayal of the Fall of Man in Paradise Lost
expressed the problem of free choice and moral responsibil¬
ity.
By separating freedom from justice, Adam perpetrated
original sin, or, as Camus expressed it "the epitome of the
social sin."

Adam's choice to commit iniquity represented

the perversion of right reason and the denial of true freedom.
Rational liberty; yet know withal,
Since thy original lapse, true liberty
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Is lost, which always with right Reason dwells
(XII, 82-84)
Milton and Plato on Obedience
In his poetic exploration into the character of "true
Liberty" and "right Reason," Milton approached the problem
of order and disobedience to constituted authority from the
perspective of Plato's political philosophy.

In the Gorgias,

Plato suggested that Reason, Lawfulness, and Order are the
first principles of the material and spiritual world.

It was

with reference to these principles that Milton began his epic
exposition of the drama of the Temptation and the Fall of
Man.
Like Plato before him, Milton conceived the condition of
internal harmony as the manifestation of self-control.

The

man in command of himself, the truly free man, is one in whom
Reason reigns with the spirited element as its subordinate
over the bodily appetites.

Right behavior proceeded from

internal order of the soul which is justice.

"And the word

for harmony and order in the soul is 'lawful* and 'law' by
which men become law-abiding and orderly.

These qualities

then are justice and self-control." This proper ordering
of the soul was as essential for Plato's just man as it was
indispensable for Milton's free man.
To Plato happiness, eudaimonia, means inner
freedom — a freedom that does not depend
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upon accidental and external circumstances. It
depends upon the harmony, the "right proportion”
in man’s own being. Reason (phronesis) is the
condition of temperance and moderation
(sophrosyne)
and this moderation alone can
give the right temper to man's personality and
to all his actions.23
In the perfect man, Reason ruled, with the spirited element
as its subordinate over the bodily appetites.

Self-control

was the condition of the internal harmony of the three parts
of the soul.
...and it will be the business of Reason to
rule with wisdom and forethought on behalf of
the entire soul; while the spirited element
ought to act as its subordinate and ally...
they must be set in command over the appetites,
which form the greater part of each mart's soul
and are by nature insatiablyjcovetous.. .At the
same time, those two will be the best of guardians
for the entire soul and for the body against all
enemies from without: the one will take counsel,
while the other will do battle,^following its
ruler's commands and by its own bravery giving
effect to the ruler's designs...There is no
internal conflict between the ruling element and
its two subjects, but all are agreed that reason .
should be ruler.24
Danger arose when the internal harmony of the soul was dis¬
rupted, when "Passion sway
else free will

/Thy judgment to do aught, which

/Would not admit."

(VIII, 635-637)

Reason in man obscur'd, or not obey'd,
Immediately inordinate desires
And upstart Passions catch the Government
From Reason, and to servitude reduce
Man till then free.
(XII, 86-90)
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With the loss of Right Reason» true Liberty vanished and
and they who were once free had enthralled themselves. "The
choice of the will* then, is genuinely free only when it
is not subservient to faults and sin.

God gave it that

true freedom, and...it has been lost through its own
fault."25
But the result of this was not that he was in
every way under his own control, but that he
was at odds with himself and lived a life of
harsh and pitiable slavery, instead of the free¬
dom he so ardently desired, a slavery under him
with whom he entered into agreement in his
sinning.26
Within the terse passage "Reason obscur'd, man's
passions reduce him to servility," Milton encapsulated his
conception of the relationship between freedom and servitude.
The exercise of Right Reason was indistinguishable from the
possession of true liberty for "to be free is precisely
27
same thing as to be pious, wise, temperate...
Reason is the condition of temperance and
moderation
and this condition alone
assures right action.2®
Reason as Governor
In Milton's state of nature before the Fall, Reason,
man's ascendant faculty, governed the passions.
...anger and lust are perverted elements in
man's character... they are disturbed and

the
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undisciplined emotions, leading to acts which
wisdom forbids, and therefore they need the con¬
trol of intelligence and reason. This third
rational division of the soul is located by
them in a hind of citadel to rule the other
elements, so that with the rational in command
and the others subordinate, justice may be
preserved in the relation between all the
parts of man’s soul...But in Paradise before
man's sin, these elements did not exist in
their perverted state. For then they were not
set in motion, in defiance of the right will,
to pursue any use which made it necessary to hold
them bach with the guiding reins.; ."of reason.29
At the moment in which Adam permitted his lower
faculties to gain ascendancy over his Reason, he condemn¬
ed himself a slave to his passions.

Once Adam sinned,

there occurred within himself a perversion of the natural
order.
...high Winds worse within
Began to rise, high Passions, Anger, Hate,
Mistrust, Suspicion, Discord, and shoch sore
Thir inward State of Mind, calm region once
And full of Peace, now toss't and turbulent:
For Understanding rul’d not, and the Will
Heard not her lore, both in subjection now
To sensual Appetite, who from beneath
Usurping over sovran Reason claim'd
Superior swaÿ... (IX, 1122-1131)
In a spasm of pain and a convulsion of tears, Nature
trembled in allegorical lamentation of Man’s Fall. Nature,
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too, had been violated and its universal harmony
disrupted.

As Nature once mourned the death of Lycidas,

so now it bemoaned the Fall of Adam.

In a poignant poetic

interlude was expressed the sympathy of universal nature
with man.
Earth felt the'wound, and Nature from her seat
Sighing through all her works gave signs of woe,
That all was lost...(IX, 781-784)
t

Erth trembled from her entrails, as again
In pangs, and Nature gave a second groan
Sky lowr'd, and muttering thunder, some sad drops
Wept at completing of the mortal sin original.
(IX, 1000-1004)
“Sensual appetite” arrogated to itself Reason's domain.
Adam violated the eternal law of God and by so doing
denied his (Adam's) true nature.

The consequences of his

action required that justice intercede.

Indeed, if man

is not punished for his transgression, justice itself
must perish.
...Man disobeying,
Disloyal breaks his fealty, and sins

(111,203-204)

To expiate his Treason hath naught left,
But to destruction sacred and devote
He with his whole posterity must die,
Die hee or justice must...
(Ill, 207-210)
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Natural and Social Hierarchy in Paradise Lost
At the time of the Fall» Eve "Of Nature her,
th*inferior"

asserted h.erself over Adam.

This assertion

disrupted the natural hierarchy inherent to her rela¬
tionship with Adam in Paradise.
ascendancy

Eve*s unnatural

over Adam at the moment of Han's Fall

acted as the concrete manifestation of the more abstract
reversal of the natural order which constituted the
essence of the Fall.

Eve violated the natural order

ordained by nature; Adam enthralled himself in a peri»-

verse act of Reason; the universal harmony ; of nature
was, therefore, disrupted.
In Paradise Lost, Milton argued for the idea of the
1

natural social hierarchy and a recognition of the in¬
escapable inequality among men.

A regard for moral

standards, social hierarchy, and ethical supremacy
determined the basis ,for social and political leadership
even in a pre-politifcal condition.

Indeed, it was the

denial of this fact compounded by the purveyance of
egalitarian myths which, in part, accounted for Man's
Fall from Grace.
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...Hence I will excite thir minds
With more desire to know, and to reject
Envious commands, invented with designs
To Keep them low whom Knowledge might exalt
Equal with Gods (IV, 522-526)
Ye Eat thereof... and ye shall be as Gods (IX,706-708)
Till dieted by thee I grow mature
In Knowledge... as the Gods who all things know
(IX, 803-804)
... so to add what wants
In Female sex, the more to draw his Love
And render me more equal... (IX, 821-823)
In Paradise Lost, Milton poetized his antiegalitarian position.

J

He contended that a society is a

natural hierarchy and that it is irrational (and,indeed,
unjustifiable) to presume all men all equal in all
capacities.
Even in Btradise, there was a natural hierarchy
and a social division of l^bor given the qualitative
differences and differing degree of ethical self-discipline
between Adam and Eve.

The natural hierarchy of Eden was

expressed in terms of the natural differences between its
occupants? for Milton, those differences represented the
natural and desirable diversities among men.
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Freedom Admidst Hierarchy
Though a Republican, Hilton was an anti¬
egalitarian.

Although he believed that law should be
30
"law among equals,"
he maintained that "Of Nature"
there are those created "Th*inferior" (VIII, 541) or
"less excellent" (VIII, 566).
Some I have chosen of peculiar grace
Elect above the rest. (111,262)
These qualitative differences among men do not necessarily
imply any categorical superiority, only a differing code
of social obligations and responsibilities.
In light of natural law, all men are equal in their
possession of Reason, but with the establishment of
the State, equality was more a legal requirement than
was it a fact.

A community for moral purposes where

mutual recognition of rights and obligations bound
its citizens, the State may create an artificial
equality where real equality of natural capacities
did not, in fact, exist.

Recognizing the desirability

of legal equality, Milton drew from Cicero who in the
Laws stated that "justice...£o be a true and real
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equality meted out to various unequals."
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For Milton, the condition of natural hierarchy was
not contradictory to the condition of true freedom.
Freedom was not incompatible with rule by those who
properly govern.

Freedom in accord with the laws of God

and nature always involved respect for authority
rightfully constituted.

Under these circumstances,

obedience in no way implied servitude.
Unjustly thou deprav'st it with the name
Of Servitude to serve whom God ordains,
Or Nature: God and Nature bid the same,
When he who rules is worthiest, and excels
Them whom he governs. (VI, 174-178)
Against 'this condition of freedom, Milton counterposed the condition of servitude.
...This is servitude,
To serve th*unwise, or him who hath rebell'd
Against his worthier...
(VI, 178-180)
The Origin of the State
The state of nature prior to the Fall of Man was
characterized by peace and universal harmony in
Paradise Lost.

In a realm of material and spiritual
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well-being, man dwells in a Paradise.

Milton's

conception of the state of nature was remarkably dif-. •

^

ferent from that of Hobbes who, not recognizing the
Fall of Man as a

historical incident, envisioned the

state, nature bellum omnium contra omnes.

However,

Milton draws the distinction between the condition of
man in the state of nature before the fall and the
condition of man in the. state of nature after the fall.
The tranquility and universal repose of Paradise was
t

not disrupted until "Adam transgres'd."

After Adam's

sin nature integra, in a convulsion of pain, devolved
into nature dissoluta, Hobbes' legendary state of nature.
Like St. Augustine, Milton believed that

the great

institutions of society, property and coercive govern.

ment were the consequences of and remedy for vice.
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Indeed, Milton's political theory may be regarded as a
profound meditation upon the Fall of Man and the
contemplative examination of the political consequences
attendant to Adam's transgression.

Among these, one of

the foremost was the impetus towards the formation of
the State
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Created in the image of God, man in the state of
nature before the Fall was born free having "over
Beast, Fish, Fowl / Dominion absolute." (XII, 67-68)
Born to command and not to obey, he lived according to
the dictates of Reason embodied in natural law and Divine
Command.

But Adam’s transgression disrupted cosmic

harmony and propelled man into a state of primordial
violence where, in the interests of self-preservation, man
was forced to contract with others for mutual defense.
No man who knows aught can be so stupid to deny
that all men naturally were born free, being
the image and resemblance of God himself, and
were, by privilege, above all the creatures,
born to command, and not to obey; and that they
lived so, till from the root of Adam's
transgression falling among themselves to do
wrong and violence, and foreseeing such
courses must needs tend to the destruction
of them all, they agreed by common league
to bind each other from mutual injury, and joint¬
ly to c(efend themselves against any that gave
disturbance or opposition to such agreement. 03
Hence, came cities, towns, and commonwealths.
The Miltonic condition of man after the Fall does bear
1

some resemblance to the condition of man in the Hobbesian
state of nature.

In both situations, man sought in the

same manner to redeem himself from the greatest evil — the
the evil of social anarchy.
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The final1 Cause, End, or Désigné of men in
the introduction of that restraint upon them¬
selves in which wee see them live in Common¬
wealths is the foresight of their own preserva¬
tion., .of getting themselves out from that
miserable condition of Warre, which is necessari¬
ly con^gquent.. .to the jnaturall Passions of ,
man•••
So long as man behaved as a creature of passions and
appetites, he could not be trusted to his own moral
devices.

Therefore, as the remedy for his own weak¬

nesses, the State emerged.

The "social contract" of

:■

Hobbesian political theory stipulated that ""if a Covenant
be made...upon any reasonable suspition, it is Voydî But
if there be a common Power set over them both...it is not
Voyd."

In a civil community, "there is a Power to set

up to constrain those that would otherwise violate their
•a C

faith. "J::>
However, despite the similarity between Milton*s
portrayal of the condition of man after the Fall and
Hobbes* description of the State of Nature, Milton ex¬
plained the institution of the State in a procedurally
different manner from that proposed by Hobbes.

In

Milton's political philosophy, the initial "social
contract" while legitimate, provided no provisions for
rule,

quite unlike the Hobbesian social contract which
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depended upon the simultaneous creation of community and
sovereign for its legitimacy.

"Without a common Power

to keep them all in awe, they are in that condition which
is called Warre, and such a Warre, as is of every man,
against every man."

But, according to Hilton's account

of the origin of the State, the initial social contract
in which the State had its genesis, stipulated only
that men would "bind each other from mutual injury and
jointly to defend themselves against any that gave
disturbance or opposition to such agreement."

The

contractual relationship which fostered a political
fellowship among men, binding man to man in the formation
of the first political community, did not result in the
simultaneous institution of political authority.

In

fact, rulership as an aspect of the political community
originated with a "contract" subsequent to the install¬
ment of the community.
And because no faith in all was found suf¬
ficiently binding, they see it needful to
ordain some authority that might restrain by
force and punishment what was violated against
peace and common right.
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This authority and power of self-defense
and preservation being originally and
naturally in every one of them, and
unitedly in them all» for ease» for order,
and lest each man should be his own partial judge,
they communicated and derived either to one whom
for the eminence of his. wisdom and integrity they
chose above the rest, or to more-^han one whom
they thought of equal deserving*
Milton’s explanation for the origin of the State
was postulated upon (a)the Stoic conception of the
equality of men in the possession of Reason and (b)the
contents of Christian revelation, in particular, the
drama of the Temptation and the Fall of Man.

Milton

declared the State to be a necessary mechanism for the
safety and mutual advantage of mm*

Justice was the

foundation of the organized political community and of
law. "For there is but one essential justice which
cements society, and one law which establishes this
justice.

This law is Right Reason,"40

However, al¬

though the State was good to the extent that it was
concerned with the administration of justice, it must be
remembered that the State was, too, the consequence of the
Fall of Man and the original sin.
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When man fell, he separated himself from God,
Fallen man nurtured a hatred of his fellow man.

He

lived admidst the confusion and disorder of primeval
anarchy.

Although the State may be justified it was,

nevertheless, conceived in iniquity and always shall bear
the stigma' of its inception in original sin.

Unlike the

ideal of the classical polisf human government according
to Milton was the consequence of human vice and sin.
The Evolution of Law within the State
After the Fall of Adam, "reason is obscur'd."
Man was no longer capable of governing himself but rather
depended upon the external constraints of government
and law to create the proper political milieu in which
he might exercise his freedom.

"We are servants of the

law in order that we may be free."^*

When Adam per¬

petrated the original sin, when his Will and Reason be¬
haved "in subjection now to sensual appetite," he lost
his condition of internal harmony and self-control.
abstracted from man his true Freedom.

Sin

Law, a political

contrivance, made it possible for man to recognize sin
and to reprove it.
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And therefore was Law given to them to evince
Their natural pravity, by stirring up
Sin against Law to fight; that when they see
Law can discover sin
(XII, 287-290)
Founded in Reason, law may not be in disharmony with
the law of God.

"For if this law have no other end or

act but only the allowance of sin...that law is no
42
law."
Natural law provided the basis for the
exercise of political power within the organized political
community.

Natural law was, of course, essentially

consonant with Divihe-Law.

Indeed, no human ordinance

was legitimate if, in fact, it contravened the law of
God.
Like Cicero who asserted the divine origin of law
t

as the right reason of supreme Jupiter, Milton perceived
God to be 'the authoif of this law, its interpreter, and
.
43
its sponsor*"
In order not to be a matter of mere
convention, justice as expressed in the law must be de¬
rived from that beyond human sources.
God from the Mount of Sinai...
Ordain them Laws; part as appertain
To Civil Justice (XII, 227, 230-231)
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Creator of the .physical universe, God was, therefore,
the first law giver, the origin of all moral law.
Indeed, Milton noted that the Israelites, God's
chosen people were ruled by law.
In the wide Wilderness, there they shall found
Thir government, and their4great Senate choose
Through the twelve tribes4 to rule by Laws
ordain'd
(XII, 224-226)
Milton believed the Seventy Elders of Israel to be a
j

divinely constituted Senate*

Ii> Oceana » James Harrington

later regarded this council as the prototype of government
„
45
by law rather than by royal power.
Not unlike the Greek state of Plato's Republic*
Milton's state served a purpose beyond that of mere
utility.

With just laws and properly organized, the

state would:
...teach the people faith, not without virtue,
temperance, modesty, sobriety, parsimony,
justice...to hate turbulence and ambition; to
place every one his private welfare and
happiness in the public peace, liberty, and
safety.
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The Relationship of Lav to Political Authority
According to Hilton's political theory, the
State endured for the good of its members as an agent
of mutual defense "lest the stronger oppress the weaker.v47
Therefore, those selected to exercise political authority
were not to act

towards the other members as

their lords and masters,,.but to be their
deputies and commissioners, to execute by
virtue of their entrusted power, that justice
which else every man by the bond of nature and
of covenant must havggexecuted for himself
and for one another.
Political authority, because it was power entrusted re¬
sided ultimately with the members of the State as a
whole.

Nor was the exercise of political authority

in the State antagonistic to freedom.

In man's fallen
49
condition, "Freedom is commensurate with obedience"
and, therefore, "among free persons one man by civil
right should bear authority and jurisdiction over
50
another."
After the initial social contract and during the
time in which the State evolved, those chosen to "bear
authority and jurisdiction" often permitted within them-
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selves "unworthy Powers to reign / Over free Reason."
(XII, 91-92)
These for a while governed well...till the
temptation, of such a powep...perverted them
at length to injustice.. .Then did they who
now by trial had found the danger and incon¬
veniences of committing arbitrary power to
any, invent laws...so man, of whose failing
they had proof, might no more rule over them,
but Jaw and reason.
Men who occasionally failed to govern themselves
i

were obviously incapable of governing others for which
reason the law was contrived.

Lord Acton's caveat con¬

cerning power was fundamental to Milton's political
philosophy, for by Milton, the dangers of power were
not flippantly disregarded.
...if anyone gives too great a power to
anything...too much authority...the wantoness
of excess runs to disorders...to injustice.
As stated earlier, Milton believed that human govern¬
ment was the inevitable consequence of the Fall of Adam.
Many of Milton's political contemporaries shared this
notion concerning the origin of the State,

Like Milton,
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they argued that law became necessary when
man being depraved by the fall of Adam
grew so untame and uncivill a" creature
that the law of God written in his breast was
not sufficient to restrain him from mischiefe or
to make him sociable.
Following Adam's transgression and his exile from
Paradise, man compacted with man to form the State
in order to escape the violence, confusion, and anarchy
of nature dissoluta.

However, men did not agree to

subject themselves to the ambitions of a capricious
sovereign.

Therefore, those in whom authority and

jurisdiction are vested are also those above whom
law rules.

Cicero characterized the relationship

between the law and the magistrates
For as the laws govern
the magistrate governs
truly be said that the
ing law, and the law a

the magistrate, so
the people, and it can
magistrate is a speak¬
silent magistrate.
u

This characterization of the relationship between law and
the magistrate pervaded Hilton's political theory.

"While

as the magistrate was set above the_peopie, so the law was
set above the magistrate."
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The Platonic attributes of virtue, wisdom, and
courage characterized the worthy magistrate in whom
internal harmony and self-control resided.
For therein stands the office of a king,
His Honor, Virtue, Merit and chief Praise,
That for the Public all his weight he bears.
Yet he who reigns within himself, and rules
Passions,rDésires, and Fears, is more a King;
Which every wise and virtuous man attains
(Paradise Regained II, 463-468)
For Milton, Reason directed the course of the just
rulership in the Commonwealth.
in itself.

Power was never an end

The State sought the good of its members

as a whole and not the ambitions of the contingent.
Indeed, the good of the polis was superior to the prefer¬
ences of any individual or group of individuals within the
Commonwealth.

"Our aim in founding the Commonwealth was

not to make any one class specially happy, but to secure
56
the greatest happiness for the community as a whole."
Patriarchal Government
I'".

,

11

1

"

11

Like Plato in the Laws and Aristotle in the Politics.
Milton conceived of an early form of patriarchal political
organization wherein men "With some regard to what is just
and right "

(XII, 16)t
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Shall spend their days in joy unblam'd,and dwell
Long time in peace by Families and Tribes,
Under paterhal rule. (XII, 22-25)
In Paradise Lost, Milton spoke of the "Patriarch liv'd"
(XII, 117) and of "A Nation from one faithful man to
spring."

(XII, 113)

Indeed, there are several strong indications in
Paradise Lost that Milton believed theiearliest form of
government to be a patriarchal organization..

In fact,

echoes of Plato’s patriarchal monarchy reverberate in
much of Milton's epic poetry.

In his political prose,

Milton explicitly suggested that patriarchal rule from
which later forms of political organizations evolved
was characteristic of the earliest forms of government
among nations.
...at the beginning of nations the paternal
and hereditary power had given place to
strength of character andj-soon afterwards to
the rights of the people.
Political Authority within the State
Milton's politics argued that authority within the
State proceeded from the people and should be exercised
in accordance with law which was justified on the moral
grounds of natural law.

The powers demanded to continue

the State's existence inherent in the people,

salus
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populi suprema lex esto.

Political authority arid

jurisdiction within the State represented the
corporate power of the people who comprise the politi¬
cal community.

"The Commonwealth then is the people's

affair."58
The magistrate who wielded this authority and
political jurisdiction was himself subject to the law.
Therefore, no political power can ever be absolute, ac¬
cording to Milton,

Political authority was at all times

circumscribed by the laws of justice which were ir¬
revocable and unchangeable because they expressed the
Divine Order, the Will of the Supreme Lawgiver.

Like

Cicero and the Roman lawyers, Milton believed just
legislation to be the expression of natural law
which was itself rational, eternal, universal,and
divine, at least with respect to the principles of
right and justice.
Unjust States
Law resided in the State as the expression of
Reason, declared Milton.

Indeed, in its ideal form, the

law of the State was Reason without Passion.

However,

just as man since his fall did not always rule him¬
self according to the dictates of Reason so too may the
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State, born of Adam's transgression, violate the pre¬
cepts of Reason.

"What happens among individuals,
. 59
happens also among nations."
In the Republic. Plato discussed the polis as
"man writ large."

As there are self-indulgent moral

invalids among individuals, so too there are selfindulgent moral invalids among States.

As individual

man was capable of falling away from Reason, so too was
"man writ large" subject to a loss of virtue "which is
reason" and, hence, the loss of Freedom.
Yet sometimes Nations will decline so low
From virtue, which is reason, that no wrong
But justice, and some fatal curse annext
Deprives them of their outward liberty,
Thir inward lost... (XII, 97-101)
As the Passions may usurp the rule of Reason in
individual man, so too may "man writ large" succomb
to the appetites and passions.
Immediately inordinate desires
Upstart Passions catch the Government
From Reason, and to servitude reduce
Han till then free (XII, 87-89)
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Milton's Philosopher-King
Milton infused Paradise Lost with the principle that
law was essential to the just operation of the earthly
State.

Although Plato argued that the earth bound

sovereign who reigned with perfect wisdom needed no laws,
Milton contended in Paradise Lost that only God, the
•'Maker Wise** (IX,338) was such a sovereign.
Platonic sovereign of the heavenly Republic.

God was the
He alone

was the Incarnation of perfect Reason and, therefore,
Perfect Knowledge.

He was perfectly unselfish and in His

single intelligence the Idea of the Good resided.

Un¬

checked by laws, God, the Incarnation of Perfect Justice,
is the only possible philosopher-king.
Just are the ways of God...
Who made our' Laws to bind us, not himself
(Samson Agonistes, 293,309)

Men may entrust; political power with those to
whom they render political authority.

Man may be ruled

by others who administer justice in Accordance with law,
however, "Man over men / He made not Lord."

(XII,69-70)
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He gave us only over Beast, Fish, Fowl
Dominion absolute} that right we hold
By his donation; but Man over men
He made not Lord. (XII, 67-70)
The Miltonic Concept of the *Just War*
Law within the State embodied Reason as the ex¬
pression of Divine Will and natural law mandated.
Properly organized, the State provided the political
milieu conducive to man's exercise of Freedom.

Further»-

more, the State assumed the responsibility for maintenance
of a political environment in which man might enjoy his
liberty in accordance with Reason.
...the self-controlled soul is good, that which
has the opposite disposition is bad} and this of
course is the soul devoid of sense and discipline
...the self-controlled man will do what is right
in regard both to gods and to men.•.And in his
conduct toward men...he Will be doing what is
just; in his conduct toward the gods, he will
be doing what is holy...a man who wants to
be happy must pursue and practice self-control...
He must turn all his efforts and those of his
country to bring it about that justice and selfcontrol shall effect a happy life.
When man rebels against the law, he may be the object
of force justly applied.

Force, a,s an incident in the

nature of the State, may be justified when it is rèquired to give effect to the principles of justice and
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Reason, to maintain the political milieu in which man
might exercise his liberty.

Hence, in these circumstances,
61
man may be "forced to be free."
During an account in which Michael and Gabriel
were sent forth by the word of God to wage battle against
Satan and Satan's angels, Melton implicitly endorsed
the principle that force justly wielded has Divine sane.4

tion.

Indeed, those who refused to act in accordance

with Right Reason may be justly subdued.
Servant of God, well hast thou fought
The better fight, who single hast maintain'd
Against revolted multitudes the Cause
Of Truth, in word mightier than they in Arms...
(VI, 29-32)
Back on thy foes more glorious to return
Than scorn'd thou didst depart, and to subdue
By force, who reason for thir Law refuse,
Right Reason for thir Law, and for thir King
(VI, 39-42)
In Paradise Lost, Milton stated that, to rid itself
of an unjust antagonist, the State might exercise its
abilities of force in the ultimate peace and justice.
fact, Milton endorsed the concept of the 'just war.'
For lawful war is but the execution of justice
against them who refuse law.

In
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Furthermore, war pursued in the interests of peace
and justice has, according to Milton, Divine sanction.
...when all the Plain
Cover'd with thick embattl'd Squadrons bright
Chariots land flaming Arms, and fiery Steeds
Reflecting blaze on blaze, first met his view:
War lie perceiv'd... (VI, 15-19)
Go Michael of Celestial Armies Prince
And thou in Military prowess next,
Gabriel. lead forth to battle these my Sons
Invincible, lead forth my armed Saints
By thousands and by Millions rang'd for fight
(VI, 44-48)
To act on the word of the Divine Ruler, to rid
itself of an unjust antagonist, to pursue peace and
justice -— in these respects Milton fulfills in
Paradise Lost the conditions for a just war as proposed
by St. Thomas Aquinas in Summa Theoloqica.

For a war to be just three conditions are
necessary. First, the authority of the ruler
within whose competence it lies to declare war
...Since responsibility for public affairs is
entrusted to the rulers, it is they who are
charged with the defense of the city, realm,
or province, subject to them. And just as
in the punishment of criminals they rightly de¬
fend the state against all internal disturbance
with the civil arm; as the Apostle says
(Romans, XIII, 4):'He beareth not the sword in
vain. For he is God's minister: an avenger to
execute wrath upon him that doth evil.' So also
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they have the duty of defending the state, with
the weapons of war against external enemies...
Secondly, there is required a just cause: for is
that those who are attacked for some offence
merit such treatment...
Thirdly, there is required a right intention
on the part of the belligérants: either of
achieving some good object or of avoiding some
evil...For the true followers of God even wars
are peaceful,not being made for greed or out of
crueiy, but from desire of peage, to restrain
the evil and assist the good.•
Summary and Conclusions
Milton*s political theory as expressed in
Paradise Lost distinguished between the condition of man
in the state of nature before the drama of the Temptation
and the Fall and the condition of man in the state of
nature after the Fall.

Within the realm of nature

integra, man dwells in a Paradise where all his spiritual
and material needs are satisfied.

In this condition of

innocence, man communes with God end the angels in a
state of perfect happiness.

The perfection of nature’s
J

external harmony is complemented by the perfection of
man’s internal harmony wherein Reason, that attribute
which man shares with the Divine, acts in

perfect dis¬

crimination between right and wrong.
In Paradise, man's soul was the reflection of the

i
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Platonic ideal in which ascendant Reason directed the
will and the appetites.

In the Garden of Eden, man

enjoyed perfect freedom ip perfect obedience to perfect
law.
While he acted in accordance with Right Reason, man
exercised true liberty.

However, as a consequence of the

Fall, Sin disrupted the perfection of man's condition in
64
nature integra.
Fear and anarchy characterized the
condition of man after the Fall.

To escape the chaos of

nature dissoluta man.compacted with man in the interests
of mutual defense and self-preservation thereby creating
the political community, the state.

To approximate the

condition of peace and harmony of the condition of man
before the Fall, man compacted with man once again
and thereby instituted political authority as the means
to better assure the common defense and general welfare.
The transfer of political power to those through whom
authority and jurisdiction was exercised represented
power that was entrusted and not of the people divested.
To better assure the rule of Reason within the State, the
magistrates in whom power was entrusted were, at all
times, subordinate to Law.
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Chapter V
POLITICAL AUTHORITY’S ITS ORIGIN AND EXERCISE
Using Paradise Lost as a literary podium from
which to express his political philosophy, Milton
discussed the origin
authority.

and the exercise of political

Considered vith, and therefore, in many in►

stances, substantiated byt, Milton’s political prose,
Paradise Lost was the poetic exploration into Milton’s
conception of political authority wisely exercised and
political power perversely wielded.
In Paradise Lost, and throughout his political
prose, Milton suggested that political authority
originated from a form of ”social contract” in which the
people of the Commonwealth invested political authority
in an entity they trusted to exercise political power
wisely and lawfully.

Milton argued, however, that the

people retained the right to revoke this power at any
time should the ruling entity abuse that for which the
political authority was established to protect.

Though

he believed the people of the Commonwealth would be illadvised to provoke a rebellion when they are ruled justly
Milton did

endorse rebellion against the tyrant.
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Milton’s Social Contract Theory
In Paradise Lost, Milton affirmed the political
force of the gospel -— that God has "human left from
human free." (XII, 71)

Throughout his political prose,

Milton argued that Christ had redeemed us from being
servants of men,

%,

who;didst create mankind freei ...

who didst redeem u$ from being servants of men!"^
Both in his poetry and in his prose, Milton
distinguished between man's obedience to just law and
man's submission to the injustice of another in-so-far
as the former was conducive to the exercise of freedom
and the latter was the instance of servitude.

Milton,

the political philosopher, differentiated between
that constraint which is mere servitude to another's arp
bitrary will and that constraint which, as lawful rule
rightfully respected, may be conceived as self-imposed.
Indeed, according to Milton, civil rule within the
Commonwealth administered for the common welfare
voluntary.

was

Civil rule in conformity with prescribed laws

which bind both ruler and ruled was considered in many
respects as the rule of equals over equals.
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Then did they who now by trial had found the
danger and inconveniences of committing arbitrary
power to any, invent laws, either framed or
consented to by all, that should confine and
limit the authority of whom they chose to govern
them} that so man, of whose failing they had
proof, might no more rule over them, but law and
reason.
Although Hilton would have to wait until the
eighteenth century for political philosophers to de¬
lineate precisely social contract theory, he could rely
heavily upon classical political philosophers for a con¬
tractual account of the origin of the State.

This Milton

did in a most exemplary manner in Paradise Lost, The
Tenure of Kings and Magistrates, and The Ready and Easy Way
to Establish a Free Commonwealth.
In The■TenufeTof Kings and'Magistrates, Milton sug¬
gested that the initiai social contract designed to ser»

-

.

vice fellowship and mutual defense was later supplemented
by the contract of rulership which finally culminated with
the invention of law to circumscribe the entrusted politi¬
cal authority of kings.

Kings retained the allegiance of

their subjects in-so-far as kings fulfilled their res¬
ponsibilities and exercised political authority and juris¬
diction according to the terms upon which the compactual
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creation of civil government was instituted.
No understanding man can be ignorant that
covenants are ever made according to the
present state of persons and of things, and have
ever the more general laws of nature and of
reason included in them, though not expressed. If
I make a voluntary covenant as with a man to do
him good, and he prove afterward a monster to me,
I should conceive a disobligement. If I
covenant not to hurt an enemy, in favor of him
and forbearance and hope of his amendment, and
he after that shall do me ten-fold injury and mis¬
chief to what he had done when I so covenanted,
and still be plotting what may tend to my destruc¬
tion. I question not but that his after actions
release me; nor know I covenant so sacred that
witholds me from demanding justice on him.
For Milton, the essence of contractual theory stipulated
that the ruler was accountable to the ruled and liable to
forfeit his title to power.
...all kings and magistrates at their first
installment to do impartial justice by law; who,
upon those terms and no other, received from the
people, that is to say bond or covenant to obey
them in execution of those laws which they, the
people, had themselves made or assented to. And
this ofttimes with express warning, that if the
king or magistrate proved unfaithful to his trust,
the people would be disengaged.
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Consent in Contract Theory
Eleventh century political philosopher Manegold of
Lautenbach supported Hilton's conception of political
authority instituted on a contractual basis.

Like

Hilton, Hanegold believed that the people of the state
pledge to support their rulers in all lawful undertak¬
ings.

Hanegold declared that the people retained the

right to dethrone a king when he destroyed that for
which his office was instituted to protect.
No man can make himself king or emperor, and
the people elect a man to this position in
order that he may protect the good and deStrpy
the wicked, and administer justice to every man.
If he violates the agreement under which he was
elected, and disturbs and confounds that which he
was to'.set in order, the people is justly and
reasonably absolved from its obedience, since he
has broken that faith which bound him and them
together. The people never binds itself an oath
to obey ^ ruler who is possessed by fury and
madness.
Whether or not Hilton's English Parliament was the
political correlative to Francis Hotman's States General
is less critical than the recognition that the English
poet Hilton and the Huguenot constitutionalist Hotman
shared the belief that the king derived political power
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as the agent of those he purported to govern.

In fact,

Milton concluded that the consent of those ruled was the
rightful basis of political power.
It being thus manifest that the power of kings
and magistrates is nothing else but what is
only derivative, transferred, and committed
to them in trust from the people...since the
king or magistrate holds his authority of the.
people, both originally and naturally for their
good in the first place, and not his own, then T
may the people, as oft as they shall judge
it for the best, either choose him or reject him,
retain him*or depose him, though no tyrant,
merely by the liberty and right of freeborn men
to be governed as seems to them best...
Contract Theory and Rebellion
Milton recognized the right of the people to
"retain him or depose him," at any time. "Kings have
their authority of the people who may upon occasion reassume it to themselves."

However, Milton by : no means

endorsed indiscriminate rebellion, change for the sake u
of change, lest ill-advised rebellion foster only con¬
fusion and wretchedness.
...into Nature brought
Misery, uncreated till the crime
Of thy Rebellion (VI, 267-269)
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...revolt...
That brought into this World a world of woe
(IX, 7, 11)
Milton charged that the perverse use of political
authority constituted a gross breach of the social con¬
tract which might justly require recompense, "nor know I
covenant so sacred that witholds me from demanding justice
on him."

On this basis then, Milton posited not only the

right of the people to withdraw entrusted political power,
but also the right of the people to require recompense,
even if such recompense called for the execution of the
offending official.

This is to suggest that, not unlike

a number of political philosophers before him, Milton
endorsed tyrannicide.
Political philosophers Grotius and Pufendorf, without
justifying resistance, emphasized the need to impose
limitations upon kingly authority.

Milton went beyond

both political theorists when he acknowledged the right of
resistance; Milton went even further by justifying
tyrannicide.

"I rule not my people by tyranny, as if they

were barbarians, but am myself liable, if I do unjustly,

g
to suffer justly."
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Paradise Lost and Tyranny
What are the circumstances from which tyranny
emerges?

By what characteristics may a tyrant be

recognized?
It may be recalled that the tragic heroine of
Jean Racine’s Phaedra cries out in horror against the
suggestion that she impose her will upon others when
she is no longer herself ruled by Reason.
I reign! Impose my will upon the people,
When my weak reason reigns no more o’er me!g
When I have lost dominion o’er my passions!
Indeed, to rule tyrannously is to rule when "reason
reigns no more."
In Paradise Lost» Milton presented the poetic nar¬
rative about the first tyrant who arrogated to himself
"Dominion undeserv’d." (XII^ 27)
a

For Milton, Nimrod was

study in the illegitimate acquisition and illicit use

of political power.
...till one shall rise
Of proud ambitious heart, who not content
With fair equality, fraternal state,
Will arrogate dominion undeserv’d
Over his brethren, and quite dispossess
Concord and law of Nature from the Earth
Hunting and Men not Beasts shall be his game
With War and hostile snare such as refuse
Subjection to his Empire tyrannous:
A mighty Hunter thence be shall be styl’d
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Before the Lord, as in despite of Heav'n
Or from Heav'n claiming second Sovranty:
And from Rebellion shall derive his name,
Though of Rebellion others he accuse.
Hee with a crew, whom like Ambition joins
With him or under him to tyrannize
(Xii, 24-39)
*r

In Milton's poetic epic# Nimjrod gained political
significance in world history as thé first king to com¬
pletely debase the institution of kingship.3-®
seized power for the vilest of purposes.

Nimrod

Within himself,

he allowed the dominion of unlawful appetites.
mits

He "per¬

/Within himself unworthy Powers to reign //Over free

Reason" by which he himself was eventually enslaved.
"Tyrants are thus the most abject of slaves."11

In

Paradise Lost, Nimrod, author of an "Empire tyrannous"
purpurbated the intent of Civil Government.

Indeed, in

support of Milton's position, the Anabaptists argued
that Nimrod was the first king to oppose all civil
government. 12
Milton's definition of the origin of legitimate
political authority and his poetic portrayal of the
perversion of that authority have been briefly explored.
For the studied analysis proposed, this researcher must
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give attention to (a)those attributes which Milton be¬
lieved accounted for rightful authority; (b)those actions
which indicate political authority perversely employed;
(c)the conditiois under which authority may be right¬
fully withdrawn.
The Relationship between Law and Political Authority
In The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates» Milton stated
that the first rulers decided controversies on the basis
of their own discretion and not on the basis of instituted
law.

Law became necessary to restrict the powers of the

rulers who were tempted to injustice and partiality.
"For the just exists only among men whose mutual rela¬
tionship is regulated by law, and law exists where injustice may occur."

A king assumed office on the basis of

law and, henceforth, all the responsibilities of that of¬
fice, were restrained by and executed in accordance with
law.

"He himself hath many times acknowledged to have no

right over us but by law; and by the same law to govern
us."14
What I can suffer, who obey? who best
Can suffer, but can do: best reign, who first
Well hath obey'd...
(Paradise Regained III, 194-196)

.
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According to Milton's political philosophy, "a prince is
bound to the laws; that on the authority of law the
authority of a prince depends, and to the laws ought sub¬
mit."15
Royalist apologists of the seventeenth century at¬
tempted to place kings above the law.

Indeed» Alexander

Grosse writes that a king "by authority given him by God
can, when he sees it fitting, whether his subjects will or
no.. .make or abrogate the law." Defenders of such roy**
al prerogatives argued their position on the basis that a
king exercised his political authority in a God-like man¬
ner.
However, Milton believed that God is free from exter¬
nal constraints, but that His freedom operates within
the laws of .His own nature.^

Even Milton's God is in¬

capable of commanding the irrational and in a very real
sense, therefore# ruled according to law.
Milton, however, is at some pains to show a
God that bbth abides by law and reigns for the
good of his subjects...Milton also believes that
God does not exercise his freedom arbitrarily.
God does not govern the universe according to
caprice; he governs according to laws: "certain
immutable laws have been enacted, by which every
part of the creation is administered." ...Milton's
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defense of the morality of tyrannicide mani¬
fests his assumption that law informs the will
of God: It was not because God commanded it that
it was right and lawful to kill a tyrant, but
because it.was right and lawful that God com¬
manded it.
The Kingly Exercise of Political Authority
A prince who ruled according to law was one who
lawfully ruled himself.

Endowed with virtue and wisdom,

such a man may be properly deigned king.
Yet he who reigns within himself, and rules
Passions, Desires, and Fears, is more a King,
Which every wise and virtuous man attains
(Paradisé Regained II »* 466-468)
But to guide Nations in the way of truth
By saving Doctrine, and from error lead
To know, and knowing worship God aright
Is yet more Kingly; this attracts the Soul,
Governs the inner man, the nobler part;
That other o*er the body only reigns,
And oft by force, which to a generous mind
So reigning can be no sincere delight.
(Paradise Regained II, 473-480)
According to St. Augustine, "...the bad man, even if he
reigns, is a slave, and that riot of one man, but, what is
19
far more grievous, as of many masters as he has vices."
"Virtue, Valor, Wisdom"
which a king make.

these are the qualities

Indeed, these are the qualities which

Milton at one point attributed to Cromwell.
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0 Cromwell...we all willingly yield the palm
of sovereignty to your unrivalled ability and
virtue, except the few among us...who do not
know that nothing in the world is more pleasing
to God more agreeable to reason, more politi¬
cally just...than that the supreme power should
be vested in the best and the wisest of men.
Hen served as kings on the basis of their "Virtue, Valor,
Wisdom." (Paradise Regained II, 430).

A claim to king-

ship on the basis of wealth was an illegitimate assertion
for political authority, Hilton declared.
Yet Wealth without these three is impotent
To gain dominion or to keep it gain'd.
Witness those ancient Empires of the Earth,
In height of all thir flowing wealth dissolv'd;
But men endu'd with these have oft attain'd
In lowest poverty to highest deeds
(Paradise Regained II, 433-438)
Haintained Hilton, "Extoll not riches then, the toil
o
of Fools.” (Paradise Regained III, 453). There can be no
substitute for the virtuous king.
For therein stands the office of a King,
His Honor, Virtue, Herit and chief Praise
(Paradise Regained II, 463-464)
Hilton's demand for limitation of the king's power
through a king's subjection to law was a political
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position similarly favored by a presumed Stephen Junius
Brutus.

John Milton’s Paradise

L

ost and Stephen Junius

Brutus' Vindiciae contra Tyrannos required that the king
submit to both civil law and the law of nature where, with
respect to the forms of law, one was not mutually op¬
posed to the other.
«

In his "Treatise on Law” in the
r

t

Summa Theoloqica, Stj Thomas Aquinas provided the explana¬
tion for this position.
It would seem that the rulers of the people
cannot dispense from human laws. For the law
is established for the commonweal as Isidore
says (Etym. v. 21) But the common good should
not be set aside for the private conscience of an
individual: because, as the Philosopher says
(Ethics, i. 2 ): the good of the nation is more
godlike than the good of one man.” Therefore,
it seems that a man should not be dispensed
from acting in compliance with the general
law,..Further, human law, in order to be just, -i
should accord with the natural and Divine Laws.
Therefore, according to Milton’s political philoso¬
phy, the king exercised political authority in order to
provide the foundations of human happiness by ensuring
conditions of peace and order, mutual defense, judica¬
ture, and the correction of abuses.

The purpose of the

king was not to degrade those over whom he ruled.
Rather, it was to encourage the happiness of the state.
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. * .by experience taught we know how good,
And of our good, and of our dignity
How provident he is, how far from thought
To make us less, bent rather to exalt
Our happy state under one Head more near
United.
(V, 826-831)
The Responsibilties of Kingship
The moral purposes for which the king ruled sug¬
gest that authority be delimited by law.

Like Plato's

philosopher-king, Milton's governor must be trained.
He must be cognizant of Truth which alone will enable
him to exercise the art of rule.

"Behind Milton's

Republicanism lay a vague Platonic principle that the
real justification of authority is moral and intellectual
superiority."

22

But to guide Nations in the way of Truth
By saving Doctrine, and from error lead
(Paradise Regained II, 473-480)
A king's reign should be characterized by obedience
to law complemented by a pragmatic, as well as esoteric,
form of knowledge concerning:
What makes a Nation happy, and keeps it so
What ruins Kingdoms, and lays Cities flat?
These only with our Law best form a King.
(Paradise Regained IV, 361-364)
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Guided by moral and political virtue, a true king
seeks to service the needs of the general good.

"That

the end of a king is for the general good, which he not
performing, is but the counterfeit of a king."

Hence,

those chosen to rule must be "the chosen fittest to
govern." 24
From early childhood, a king was tutored to know
the public good, to promote truth, and to uphold the
25
Law of God.
Unlike Eve, who seeks knowledge in contra¬
distinction to the Law LOf God, a King seeks knowledge
of the Law of God.
When I was yet a child, no childish play
To me was pleasing, all my mind was set
Serious to learn and know, and thence to do
What might be public good; myself I thought
Born to that end, born to promote all truth,
All righteous things; therefore, above my years,
The Law of God I read, and found it sweet
Made it my whole delight, and in it grew
To such perfection
(Paradise Regained I, 201-209)
For Milton, kingship was less the privilege than was it
the greatest of responsibilities.

He who was deemed

greatest in the merit of his kingly office was, in reali¬
ty, a servant to the public good.

"And what govern¬

ment comes nearer to this precept of Christ than a free
commonwealth, wherein they who are greatest, are perpetual
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servants and drudges to the public at their own cost and
charges.”^
Kingship, therefore, was an office of great res¬
ponsibility and

he who assumed the crown assumed the

burdens of the nation.

As Christ assumed upon himself

the sins of the nations, so too a king assumed upon him27
self the burdens of his people.
<t

... a Crown
Golden in show, is but a wreath of thorns,
Brings dangers, troubles, cares, and sleepless
nights
To him who wears the Regal Diadem,
When on his shoulders each man’s burden lies:
For therein stands the office of a King,
His Honor, Virtue, Merit and chief Praise,
That for the Public all this weight he bears
(Paradise Regained II' , 458-465)
Satan, ”the false dissembler unperceiv’d” well
versed in the habit of ’'Hypocrisy” (III, 683)

spouted

the principle of kingly responsibility in the pursuit of
his own perverse ends.

Despite the source of the poetic

comment and the foul purposes for which that principle
was evoked, its inherent truth cannot be disputed.
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But I should ill become this Throne...
...arm'd with power, if aught propos'd
And judg'd of public moment, in the shape
Of difficulty or danger could deter
Mee from attempting.
therefore do I assume
These Royalties, and not refuse to Reign,
Refusing to accept as great a share
Of hazard as of honor, due alike
To him who Reigns, and so much to him due
Of hazard more, as he above the rest
High honor'd sits? (II, 445; II, 447-456)
Political Authority and Divine Right Theory
King James I once wrote that kings are "the breath
ing images of God upon earth."
The state of monarchy is the supremest thing
upon earths for kings are not only God's
lieutenants upon earth, and sit upon God's
throne, but even by God himself they are call¬
ed Gods...
That which concerns the mystery of the king's
power is not lawful to be disputed; for that
is to wade into the weakness of princes, and to
take away the mystical reverence that belongs
unto them that sit in the throne of God...
The writings of Kings James I argued in favor of the
absolute monarchy.

Throughout the history of political

thought, monarchical absolutism was traditionally justi¬
fied on the principle of Divine Right.
However, Milton attacked the Divine Right theory as.,
a feeble attempt to aggrandize what he perceived and
interpreted Ito be a king's deceptive justification for
the arbitrary application of political power.

Indeed,
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Nimrod built "his Empire tyrannous” while "from
Heav'n claiming second Sovranty.”. In Paradise Regained,
Milton argued that Christ alone may justifiably make
,
. . . . . 29
claim to the Divine Right of Kingship.
Heaven open'd her eternal doors, from whence
The Spirit descended on me like a Dove;
And last the sum of all, my Father's voice.
Audibly heard from Heav'n, pronounced me his,
Mee his beloved Son, in whom alone
He was well pleas'd} by which I knew the time
Now full, that I know more should live obscure,
But openly begin, as best becomes
The Authority which I deriv'd from Heaven.
(Paradise Regained I, 281-289)
Nor did Christ delegate this right to a human receptacle.
Indeed, in The Ready and Easy Way to Establish a Free
Commonwealth, Milton argued that no Christian man may
appropriately derive his kingship as Divine Right from
God because Christ never appointed a vicegerent for
30
"The Authority which I deriv'd from Hea-\an.”
Christ...hath left no vicegerent of his power;
but himself, without deputy, is the only head
thereof, governing it from heaven; how then can
any Christian man derive his kingship from
Christ...since Christ not only hath not left the
least shadow of a command-for any such vicegerence
from him in the state...
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The implicit discussion of Divine Right theory which
Hilton made in Paradise Regained was further expanded
upon in his political tract The Tenure of Kings and
Magistrates»
And it were worth the knowing, since kings in
these days, and that by scripturej boast the
justness of their titles by holding it immediate¬
ly of God, yet cannot show the time when God ever
set on the throne them or their forefathers, but
only when the people chose them.
Therefore, Milton may be said to have provided no less
1

tiu'

.'1

than a revolutionary intepretation of political theory's
"Divine Right" concept, for the studied analysis of this
specific passage of Milton's works would appear to sug¬
gest that Divine Right exists less in the person of the
king than does it in the body of the people.
This, though it cannot but stand with plain
reason, shall be made good also by Scripture
(Deut. xvii, 14): "When thou art come into the
land which the Lord thy God giveth thee, and s u. t
shalt say,"I will set a king over me, like as '1
all the nations about me."
These words confirm
us that the right of choosing, yea of changing
their own government, is by the grant of God
himself in the people.
Hence, Milton construed the Divine Right of Kings
principle to be merely that divinely ordained right of
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the governed to set up a king.

"It was expressly al¬

lowed them in the law to set up a king if they pleased,
and God himself joined with them in the work."^
So that we see the title and just right of reign¬
ing or deposing, in reference to God, is found
in scripture to be all one; visible only in the
people, and depending merely upon justice and
demerit.
Political Power and the Tyrant
To Milton's poetic description in Paradise Lost
of the tyrant Nimrod was complemented the prosaic ac¬
count of a

tyrant's reign in his political trafct

The Tenure of Kings and Magistrates.

In The Tenure of

Kings and Magistrates, the character and crimes Of Nimrod
are prosaically reiterated.
A tyrant, whether by wrong or by right coming
to the crown, is he who, regarding neither law
nor the common good» reigns only for himself,
and his faction...And because his power is great,
his will boundless and exorbitant, the fulfilling
whereof is for the most paft accompanied with
innumerable wrongs and oppressions of the people,
murders, massacres, rapes, and adulteries, désola
tion and subversion of cities and whole prov¬
inces
look how great a good and happiness^a
just king is, so great a mischief is a tyrant.
Not only does the tyrant attempt to acquire power for his
own advantage, but also lijce Nimrod, the tyrant makes the
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attempt to the detriment of his subjects.
...no Christian prince...would arrogate so un¬
reasonably above human condition, or derogate
so basely from a whole nation of men, his
brethren, as if for him only subsisting and to
serve his glory; valuing them in comparison
of his own brute will and pleasure no more than
so many beasts, or vermin under his feet,3not
to be reasoned with, but to be trod on...
Therefore, according to Milton's political
philosophy, the individual never surrendered the right of
self-preservation to the king.

Furthermore, Milton de¬

clared that the right of self-preservation, a right
prescribed by the law of nature applied equally to man
as to "man writ large."
They tell us that the law of nature justifies
any man to defend himself, even against the
king in person. Let them show us then why the
same law may not justify much more a state or
whole people, to do justice upon him against
whom each private man may lawfully defend
himself... justice done upon a tyrant is no more
but the-.necessary self-defense of a whole common¬
wealth. °
Milton inveighed against the tyrant for being the
perpetrator of unlawful force and the counterfeit of a
king.

'

»
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With Diadem and Sceptre high advanc’d
The lower still I fall, only Supreme
In misery. (IV, 90-93)
Like Cicero before him, Milton censored tyranny as the
perversion of kingship.

A tyrant is no king? tyran¬

nicide is not regicide.
If I inveigh against tyrants, what is this to
kings? whom I am far from associating with
tyrants. As niuch as an honest man differs from
a rogue, so much I contend that a king differs
from a tyrant. Whence it is clear that a tyrant
is so far from being a king that he is always
in direct opposition to a king...He therefore,
who would authorize the destruction of tyrants
does not authorize the destruction of kings,-g
but of the most inveterate enemies to kings.
"The king and the tyrant...these are entirely difu♦

*

i

'

r*
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'

»

ferent people, differing in the manner of their rule.”

40

John of Salisbury contended, "He who usurps the
sword is worthy to die by the sword."

For Milton, the

punishment of a tyrant may assume that form which
"compels me now /To do what else though damn’d I should
abhor."

Milton alleged that God sanctions the punish¬

ment of a tyrant, even punishment in the form of tyran¬
nicide.
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When kings or rulers become blasphemers of
God, oppressors and murderers of their sub¬
jects, they ought no more to be accounted kings
or lawful magistrates, but as private men to be
examined, accused, condemned, and punished by
the law of God, and being convicted and punished
by that law, it is not man's but God's doing...
For if all human power to execute, not acci¬
dentally but intentedly, the wrath of God
upon evildoers without exception, be of God,
then that power, whether ordinary or if that
fail, extraordinary, so executing the intent
of God, is lawful and not to be resisted.
The authority of kings is derived from the will of the
people expressed in law.

"The will of the Emperor has

the force of law, because by the passage of the lex regia
the people transfers to him and vests in him all its own
, 42
power and authority.”
A Republican by political temperament, Milton believed
that the people not only have the right to disengage a
tyrant but also have a moral obligation to do so.
The right of birth or succession can be no
privilege in nature to let a tyrant sit ir¬
removable over a nation free born, without
transforming that nation from the nature and
condition of men born free into natural,
hereditary, and successive slaves.
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Therefore, because "not freedom but license which never
.
44
hath more scope or more indulgence than under tyrants"
would run rampant, resisting a tyrant was a moral and
political imperative.
In Paradise Lost, Hilton distinguished between the
true kingship of God and the tyranny of the devil.

Ex¬

tended to the sphère of earthly politics, a tyrant was no
more than à vicar of the Devil and deserving of treatment
befitting his wickedness.
Political Authority and the Politics of Milton
Fearing the return of the Stuart king, Milton, an
inveterate Republican, counseled his beloved England
in the spirit of politics which infused his great epic
poetry.
If you think slavery an intolerable evil, learn
obedience to reason and the government of your¬
selves, and finally bid adieu to your dissensions,
your jealousies, your superstitions, your out¬
rages, your rapine, and your lusts. Unless you
will spare no pains to effect this, you must be
judged unfit, both by God and mankind, to be en¬
trusted with the possession of liberty and the
administration of the government. ^5
Milton campaigned in opposition to the Stuart throne
*

.

'

•

*
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and he pamphleteered a fiery justification of the execu¬
tion of Charles I.

However, Milton desperately feared
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that England would soon succumb to political "back¬
sliding."

"After our liberty and religion thus

prosperously fought for, gained, and many years possessed
sed,"

Hilton foresaw that England would;
fall back, or rather to creep back so poor¬
ly as it seems the multitude would to their
once abjured and detested thraldom of king-'
ship, to be ourselves the slanderers of our
own just and religious deeds.

Like a freed Israel which returned to the worship of its
enemies* idols, Milton worried that an England "unreform’d"
would once again enthrone a Stuart, "a civil kind of
idolatry in idolizing their kings? though never more mis.

.47

taken xn the object of their worship."

Should England

choose to shackle itself to a tyranny, should England,
like Israel "elevate impotent tyrants...into the rank
of gods,"

4jB

then England deserved a tyrant's rule.

To reinstate a Stuart king would be "hazarding the
welfare of a whole nation to have saved one."

49

More

than anything else, Milton feared the reemergence and
ascension of the Stuart kings.

The fears which stirred

Milton to pamphleteer his political philosophy imbued the
tale of Paradise Lost.
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For who can yet believe, though after loss,
That all these puissant Legions, whose exile
Hath emptied Heav'n, shall fail to re-ascend
Self-rais’d and repossess thir native seat?
(I, 632-634)
...To bow and sue for grace
With suppliant knee, and deify his power
Who from the terror of this Arm so late
Doubted his Empire, that were low indeed,
That were an ignomonÿ 'and shame
(I, 111-115)
For the English to submit once again to a tyrant king,
for the English "to run their necks again into the yoke
they have broken...will be an ignominy."
That a nation should be so valorous and
courageous to win their liberty in the field, and
when they have won it should be so heartless and
unwise in their counsels as not to know how to
use it, value it, what to do with it or themselves;
but after ten or twelve years properous war and
contestation with tyranny, basely and besottedly
to run their necks again into the yoke they have
broken...will be an ignominy if it befall us,
that never yet-befell any nation possessed of
their liberty*
Should England return a Stuart kincj tb the throne, it
would be because "Yet sometimes nations will decline so
l

low /From virtue which is reason," (XII, 97-101).
Hilton perceived himself as a wise and valiant man seeking
to achieve and maintain England’s freedom.

He cried,

however, that he cannot free that which is intrinsically
servile.
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What wise and valiant man would seek to free
These thus degenerate by themselves enslav'd,
Or could in inward slaves make outward free?
(Paradise Regained IV, 143-145)
As sinful man may be of a condition of selfimposed slavery, so too may "man writ large" be unworthy
of liberty.

Indeed, a nation now "vile and base" may

be a vassal by desert.
...nor yet to free
That people victor once, now vile and base
Deservedly made vassal
(Paradise Regained IV, 131-133)
Furthermore, such a nation, infected by a lust for power,
may usurp other realms "conquer'd well" thereby extend¬
ing its despotism.
That people victor oncei now vile and base,
Deservedly made vassal who once just,
Frugal and mild and temperate, conquer'd well,
But govern ill the Natiprls under yoke,
Peeling thir Provinces, exhausted all
By lust and rapine
*
(Paradise Regained IV, 131-137)
In this particular passâge of Paradise Lost, Milton
-perhaps evoked the image of a tyrannous England
exerting her oppressive rule over a reluctant Scotland or
an intransigent Ireland, "Peeling thir Provinces" of re¬
sources useful to herself.
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Summary and Conclusions
Through Paradise Lost, Milton provided a unique
perspective from which to discuss the implications and
ramifications of his political theory concerning the
origin and exercise of political authority.

Paradise Lost,

considered in conjunction with Milton's political prose,
evoked a lucid portrayal of political authority wise¬
ly exercised and, indeed, political power sorely abused.
According to Milton's political theory, the people
of a Commonwealth invested^ political authority in a
king, but they did not divest themselves of the right
to revoke that power.

A just king was a virtuous man who

governed in the interests of those he ruled.

Political

authority, Milton'declared, was never absolute but may
only be exercised in accordance with law.

Although a

people would be ill-advised to provoke a rebellion when
they are ruled justly, they may remove and, if deemed
necessary, punish the king who reigned contrary to the
interests of his subjects or blatantly to their detriment.
These are the principles which comprise Milton's
political philosophy concerning the origin-; and exercise
of political authority.

Whether suggesting the consequences

of ill-advised rebellion or presenting a poetic narrative
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about the first tyrant who arrogated to himself "Dominion
undeserv'd," Milton imbued the implicitly political
realm of Paradise Lost with these principles of political
theory.
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Chapter VI
JOHN MILTON AND CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL THOUGHT
An analysis of John Milton*s Paradise Lost and
Albert Camus' The Rebel shall provide the basis for
a studied exploration into the principles of
John Milton's philpsopl^y and contemporary political
thought.

In particular, the comparative analysis of the

Satanic protagonist of the epic poem Paradise Lost and the
Sade of Camus' The Rebel shall provide the unique
perspective from which to enter Milton's discussion
of the psychology of rebellion and the consequences of
a misappropriation of political power.1 .The understand¬
ing of Satan shall, additionally, provide the basis for
a better apprehension of what Milton perceived to be the
tragic ramifications consequent to a separation of
realistic politics from moral considerations.
The Relevance of John Milton to Contemporary Political :
Theory
How relevant is Milton to contemporary political
thought?

Can Paradise Lost act as a valuable analogue

to contemporary discussions in political philosophy?

Ill

One would hope that Milton is as contemporary as
Camus, that Milton's politics is, in many respects, an
anticipation of the politics of twentieth century political
philosophy.

Indeed, in what may be a rather unique ap¬

proach to Milton’s political theory, important philosophic
principles shall be explored while regarding Satan as the
"metaphysical rebel” who, in many ways, anticipates
Sade of Camus’ The Rebel, an "epic” of modern political
thought.
Satan: The Sade of Paradise Lost
In what respects is Satan the Sade of Paradise Lost?
Satan, like Sade, may be perceived as a metaphysical
rebel, the eternal revolutionary seeking in unbounded
fury, to surpass the limits of his own condition.
...what time his Pride
Had cast him out from Heav’n, with all his Host
Of Rebel Angels, by whose aid aspiring
To set himself in Glory above his Peers,
He trusted to have equall’d the most High,
If he oppos'd; and with ambitious aim
Against the Throne and Monarchy of God
Rais’d impious War in Heav'n and Battle proud
With vain attempt.
(I, 36-44)
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Satan's unbounded fury "never to submit or yield"
(I, 108) becomes an all consuming impulse to evil
"And study of revenge,'immortal hate" (I, 107)
impelled by an energy "the unconquerable Will" (I, 106)
comparable to Schopenhauer's psychic energy, "Will."
Indeed, one might even suggest that the overpowering
vitalism so definitive to the Satanic personality is per¬
haps a Miltonic rendition of Nietaæhe's "will to power,"
or as Milton himself termed it "the unconquerable
Will."

For does not Satan throughout Paradise Lost

echo again and again Nietzsche's desperate cry, "If there
is a God, iiow could I bear not to be him!"
Though not explicitly a metaphysician, Nietzsche
conceived of a world dominated by an eternal and imperious
Will liberating and triumphant.

Will is the consequence

of instinctual motivations and as such is disparate from
the realm of the rational.

Not unlike Nietzsche's eternal

and imperious Will, Satan,'too, acts upon instinctual
motivations divorced from the rational.

As Nietzsche

has provided the basis for a counter-psychology, Satan
has fostered a counter-ethic.
To found this nether Empire, which might rise
By policy, and long process of time,
In emulation opposite to Heav'n (II, 296-298)
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Satan as Metaphysical Rebel
Satan is indeed a metaphysical rebel, the Sade of
Paradise Lost.

Satan’s action in violation of the

cosmos is a protest against the whole of creation as was
the action of Sade in Camus' The Rebel.

Satan is a

blasphemer who denounces God and the order of creation.
0 argument blasphemous, false and proud!
Wprds which no ear ever to hear in Heav'n
Expected (V, 809-811)
Like Sade, Satan perpetrates the metaphysical revolution.
Metaphysical rebellion is the means by which a
man protests against his condition and against
the whole of creation. It is metaphysical be¬
cause it disputes the ends...of creation...
The metaphysical rebel is, therefore, certainly
not an atheist as one might /think him, but
inevitably he is a blasphemer. He simply
blasphemes, primarily in the name of order, by
denouncing God.*
Satan "denies God in the name of nature and makes nature
.
2
a power bent on destruction."

...how hast thou disturb’d
Heav'n's blessed peace, and into Nature brought
Misery, uncreated till the crime
Of thy Rebellion? (VI, 266-269)
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Although Satan’s disruption of the cosmos has
often been compared to that of Prometheus, the rebellion
of Prometheus is prompted by altruistic tendencies where¬
as Satan’s rebellion served self-seeking motives.

Though

a sinner, Prometheus is, nevertheless, a culture hero.
But in Satan, the traditional ’’epic culture hero”
qualities of strength, courage and leadership are pervert¬
ed and directed to evil and self-aggrandizement.

Unlike

Prometheus, Satan despises and condemns civilization.
Th’Apocalypse, heard cry in Heav'n aloud,
Then when the Dragon, put to second rout,
Came furious down to be reveng’d on men,
Woe to the inhabitants on Earth!
...for now
Satan, now first inflam'd with rage, came down,
The Tempter ere th*Accuser of man-kind (IV, 8-10)
Satan acts on the basis of instinctual motivations, at
the promptings of "inordinate desires /And upstart
Passions."

Satan even shares with Sade a perverse pre¬

occupation with sexual corruption.
All th'Host of Heav’n? back they recoil'd afraid
At first, and call’d me Sin, and for a Sign
Portentous held me; but familiar grown,
I pleas'd, and with attractive graces won
The most averse, thee chiefly, who full oft
Thyself in me thy perfect image viewing
Bacam’st enamor'd (II, 759-765)
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Thou art my Father, thou my Author, thou
My being gav'st me; whomrshould I obey
But thee whom follow? thou wilt bring me soon
To that new world of light and bliss, among
The Gods who live at ease, where I shall Reign
At thy right hand voluptuous, as beseems
Thy daughter and thy datling, without end.
(II, 864-870)
The Domain of Unreason in Paradise Lost
Hell exists for those who "reason for thir Law
refuse." (VI, 41).

A citizen of hell defies definition

as 'political animal.'

They are gods, though of an

artificial, paganistic character, or they are animals,
creatures of deceit perhaps, but not of Reason.
His Visage drawn he felt to sharp and spare.
His Arms clung to his Ribs, his legs entwining
Each other, till supplanted down he fell
A monstrous Serpent on his Belly prone,
Reluctant, but in vains a greater power
Now rul'd him, punisht in the shape he sinn'd,
According to his doom: he would have spoke,
But hiss for hiss return'd with forked tongue
To forked tongue, for now were all transform'd
Alike to Serpents all as acessories
To his bold Riots dreadful was the din
Of hissing through the Hall, thick swarming now
With complicated monsters (X, 511-523)
Ruled by instinctual motivations as is the Nietzachean
"Will,"

Satan, though cunning, is incapable of truly

rational thought.

He perpetually distorts reality, often

through a sophistic form of argument.
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...who saw
When this creation was? remember'st thou
Thy making, while the Maker gave thee being?
We know no time when we were not as now;
Know none before us, self-begot, self-rais'd
By our own quick'ning power
(VI, 856-861)
As Camus notes, "the rebel... forgets his beginnings and,
by the law of spiritual imperialism, he sets out in
3
search of world conquest.”
Subject to illusion and irrational thought, Satan
misapprehends the intents of God and the Son.

Obsessed

by his passions, Satan perceived the Son as an emerging
despot.
Who now triumphs, and in th'excess of joy
Sole reigning holds the Tyranny of Heav'n.
(I, 123-124)
Another now hath to himself ingross't
All Power, and us eclipst under the name
Of King anointed, for whom all this haste
Of midnight march, and hurried meeting here,
This only to consult how we may best
With what may be devis'd of honors new
Receive him coming to receive from us
Knee-tribute yet unpaid, prostration vile
(V, 775-782)
However, Milton argued that God does not extract servile
adoration from those he has created by his word.

T.
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Instead:
...freely we serve
Because we freely love as in our will
To love or not.
(V, 538-540)
And reason; since his word all things produc'd,
Though chiefly not for glory as prime end,
But to show forth his goodness, and impart
His good communicable to every soul
Freely; of whom what could he less expect
Than glory and benediction, that is thanks,
The slightest, easiest, readiest recompense
From them who could return him nothing else
(Paradise Regained III, 122-129)
Indeed, Milton further suggests that unlike the tyrant
of Hell •..•who seeks to appropriate to himself all power
and glory, the King of Heaven seeks to glorify those
"By him created."
How provident he is, how far from thought
To make us less, bent rather to exalt
Our happy state under one Head more near
United.
(V, 828-831)

Satan creates for himself an illusion of the
universe.

"The metaphysical rebel...tried to construct

existence with appearances.”^

Though he argues in terms

of his own self-creation, such argument is an exercise
in self-aggrandizement since his rebellion is a con¬
sequence of his pride and envy.

In the final analysis,
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Satan is moved to insurrection when the exaltation of
the Son causes him to feel reduced in power and prestige
and, indeed, threatened by the new alignment of politi¬
cal power in heaven."*
Satan, so call him now, his former name
Is heard no more in Heav’n; he of the first,
If not the first Arch-Angel, great in Power,
In favor and preeminence, yet fraught
With envy against the Son of God, that day
Honor’d by his great Father, and proclaim’d
Messiah King anointed, could not bear
Through pride that sight, and thought himself
impair'd.. (V, 659-665)
In waging his assault against Heaven, Satan adopts
as his strategy the perversion of the good.
...If then his Providence
Out of our evil seek to bring forth good,
Our labor must be to pervert that end,
And out of good still to find means of evil
(I, 162-165)
Satan seeks to become totally evil, thereby entrench¬
ing the counter-ethic his "nether Empire" represents.
...all Good to me is lost;
Evil be thou my Good; by thee at least
Divided Empire with Heav'n’s King I hold
By thee (IV, 109-112)
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Satan's desire to become totally Evil, indicative
perhaps of the vitalism of Blake, represents not only
the perversion of Reason, but also the very anti-thesis
of the Augustinian principle that to be is to be to
some extent good.
Evil things cannot exist without the good,
since the natural entities in which evil
exists are certainly good, in so far as they
are natural.6
Finally, therefore, Satan's rebellion against God is an
act of defiance incited by egoistic pride and passion, a
false conception of political power, and an unmitigated
(and impossible?) alienation from the Good.
The Platonic Sin
In keeping with this analysis, it may be further
suggested that through his character portrayal of Satan,
Milton delves into the sphere of political psychology in
which he discusses the consequences of the misappropria¬
tion of political power and the great Platonic "sin"
the perversion of purpose.

According to Plato, in the

Republic, justice exists in a state in which each citizen
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does his own task
When we first began to establish our
Commonwealth... have laid down, as a
universal principle, that everyone ought to
perform the one function in the community for
which his nature best suited him...that
principle is justice.7
Suppose, for instance, someone whom nature
designed to be an artisan or tradesman should be
emboldened by some advantage, such as wealth
or command of votes or bodily strength, to try
to enter the order of fighting men; or some member
of that order should aspire, beyond his merits,
to a seat in the council-chamber of the Guardians,
Such interference and exchange of social positions
and tbols, or the attempt to combine all these
forms of work in the same person, would be fatal
to the commonwealth.
Most certainly.
Where there are three orders, then any plurality,
of functions or shifting from one order to another
is not merely utterly harmful to the community,
but one might fairly call it the extreme of
wrongdoing. And you will agree that to do the
greatest of wrongs to one’s own community is
injustice.
Surely.
This, then, is injustice. And conversely, let
us repeat that when each order♦..keeps its
own proper business in the commonwealthg
and does its own work, that is justice.
In violation of the Platonic scheme of justice, Satan
attempts to deny his function in an assertion of purwhich he is not in character or disposition, meant.
That is to say, Satan attempts to become like God.

Indeed,
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Satan takes the first step towards inciting a meta¬
physical revolution which Camus declares occurs when the
rebel attempts to overthrow the throne of God.
/

9

Proud, art thou met? thy hope was to have reacht
The highth of thy aspiring unoppos'd,
The throne of God unguarded, and his side
Abandon'd at the terror of thy Power
Or potent tongue; fool, not to think how vain
Against th'Omnipotent to rise in Arms (\T,
(VI, 131-135)
He trusted to have equall'd the most High,
If he oppos'd; and with ambitious aim
Against the Throne and Monarchy of God
Rais'd impious War (I, 39-43)
The demon of Paradise Lost seeks to become God.

'If there were a God, how could I stand not to be God.'
In Paradise Lost, Satan solicits a glory and position
that belongs not to him.

Satan is the metaphysical rebel

of Milton's epic poem.
According to Camus, ’’The rebel who at first denies
God, finally aspires to replace him."'1^
"he /Affecting all equality vith God."

Satan is
Satan is governor

of a "God-like imitated State." (II, 511)

Satan demands

equality with God and in the guise of self-respect he
parades egoistic pride.
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He exceeds the bounds that he establishes
for his antagonist and demands that he (Satan)
should now be treated as an equal...He proceeds
to put self-respect above everything else, and
proclaims that it is preferable to life it¬
self.» 11
In the final analysis, The Rebel*s

fatalistic as¬

sertion that it is "Better to die on one's feet than to
live on one's knees," is but an existentialist rendition
of the Satanic declaration that it is "Better to reign
in Hell, than to serve in Heav'n"

(I, 263).

Revolutionary Mania
To explain and justify his metaphysical rebellion,
Satan refutes God in the name of moral value, pleading
for justice which he ranks above divinity and which,
therefore, Satan separates from divinity.

"God is denied

in the name of justice but can the idea of justice be
.

.

understood without the idea of God?"

12

For strength from Truth divided and from Just,
Illaudable, naught merits but dispraise
And ignominy, yet to glory aspires
Vain-glorious, and through infamy seeks fame:
Therefore Eternal silence be thiir doom.
(VI, 381-385)
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The Revolutionary mania of Satan, so like that
of Sade, seeks to disrupt the cosmos, to pulverize
the universe.

"I abhor nature...I would like to up¬

set its plans, to thwart its progress, to halt the
13
stars."4"5
Author of evil, unknown till thy revolt,
Unnam’d in Heaven, now plenteous, as thou seest
These Acts of hateful strife, hateful to all,
Though heaviest by just measure on thyself,
And thy adherents: how hast thou disturb’d
Heav’n's blessed peace, and into Nature brought
Misery, uncreated till the crime
Of thy Rebellion? (VI, 262-269)
Sartre declares, "Freedom is exile, and I am bound to
be free."

Is this not, too, the cry of Satan who em¬

barks upon a quest for

"perfect"

freedom, freedom

without God, a quest for Sartre’s "freedom as exile" ?
"All hope excluded thus, behold instead /Of us out-cast,
exil’d"

(IV, 105-106).

Indeed, Satan may be perceived

as an existentialist in the exercise of his "freedom";
Milton's Hell may be perceived as an underground cabal
.
.
.
.
14
with Satan as the leading militant.
Satan's pursuit
of total freedom without responsibility, a total freedom
which is, in fact, the negation of everything, is the in¬
sane drive towards liberty without Reason, freedom without
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a shred of reciprocal restraint or commitment.

Into

such a sphere of "freedom" it is difficult to project a
system of ethics and social thought.

Furthermore, any

such system is inconsistent with the defining characteris¬
tics of nihilism.

This condition of Satanic-defined

freedom is, in reality, not true liberty but merely
license.>
He incites a metaphysical rebellion by attempting
to construct existence with appearance...Our
revolution is an attempt to conquer a new
existence, by action which recognizes no moral
strictures.1^
Like Stavrogin,of'Dostoyevsky's The Possessed, Satan
becomes an exile who has made a nihilistic retreat into
subjective isolation, a philosophic subjectivism in which
the world is perceived through the phenomenon of the
individual consciousness.

Freedom in this sense be¬

comes virtually synonymous with ethical and social
anarchy for as Irving Howe states, "Once man is free
from responsibility to God, what limit can there be to
his presumption."1^
Like Camus' Sade, Milton's Satan argues that one
of the aims of rebellion is the liberation of the entire
world
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But what if better counsels might erect
Our minds and teach us to cast off this Yoke?
Will ye submit your necks, and choose to bend
The supple knee? ye will not, îf I trust
To know ye right, or if ye know yourselves
Natives and Sons of Heav'n possest before
By none, and if not equal all, yet free
Equally free; for Orders and Degrees
Jar not with liberty, but well consist
Who can in reason then or right assume
Monarchy over such as live by right
His equals, if in power and splendor less,
In freedom equal? or can introduce
Law and edict on us, who without law
Err not? much less for this to be our Lord.
And look for adoration to th'abuse
Of those Imperial Titles which assert
Our being ordain'd to govern, not to serve?
(V, 785-802)
Not just, not God? not fear'd then, not obey'd*
Your fear itself of Death removes the fear.
Why then was this forbid? Why but to awe,
Why but to keep ye low and ignorant,
His worshippers? he knows that in the day
Ye eat thereof, your eyes that seem so clear,
Yet are but dim, shall perfectly be then
Op'n'd and clear'd, and ye shall be as Gods,
Knowing both Good and Evil as they know.
(IX, 700-709)
Despite his feigned concern for man, Satan, like Sade,
"is no friend of humanity."
of...Man"

(II, 629).

He is rather "the Adversary

"What drives him on, what makes him

want to dominate everything his real accomplishment, is
hatred."

18
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Author of evil, unknown till thy revolt
Unnam'd in Heav'n, now plenteous, as thou seest
These Acts of hateful strife, hateful to all
(VI, 262-264)
But from the Author of all ill could Spring
So deep a malice to confound the race
Of mankind in one root, and Earth with Hell
To mingle and involve, done all to spite
The great Creator? (II, 381-385)
Then when the Dragon, put to second rout,
Came furious down to be reveng'd on men,
Woe to the inhabitants on Earth? that now,
While time was, our first Parents had been warn'd
The coming of thir secret foe, and scap'd
Haply so scap'd his mortal snare; for now
Satan, now first inflam’d with rage, came down,
The Tempter ere th'Accuser of man-kind,
To wreck on innocent frail man his loss
Of that first Battle, and his flight to Hell
(IV, 3-12)
Satan's drive towards the acquisition of political power
he disguises as a rebel's concern for the freedom and
rights of others.

However, Satan is far less concerned

about ''th'abuse" suffered by his cohorts than he is
intent upon replacing the God he so "Disdain'd."
Son, thou in whom my glory I behold
In full resplendence, Heir of all my might,
Nearly it now concerns us to be sure
Of our Omnipotence, and with what Arms
We mean to hold what anciently we claim
Of Deity or Empire, such a foe
Is rising, who intends to erect his Throne
Equal to ours, throughout the spacious North
(V, 719-726)
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With reference to Satan as a metaphysical rebel and
a counterpart of Prometheus, it is interesting to note .
that in The Rebel, Camus portrays Prometheus as a symbol
of revolution pursued in the interests of human free19
dom.
It is suggested that the Promethean rebellion
evolves into institutionalized revolution which finally
destroys individual freedoms as the revolutionary leader
assumes more and more responsibility and authority until
20
"he is no longer Prometheus, he is Caesar.”
Does this insight not aptly characterize the nature
of Satan's rebellion?

Does not Satan's rebellion con¬

form to the foregoing analysis concerning the revolution
of Prometheus?

Does not Satan, like Prometheus, (or for

that matter, like Sade) institutionalize 'revolution'?
Does not Satan finally destroy freedom as he assumes more
and more responsibility as the leader of "Heav'n's
fugitives"?
In Hell, Satan speaks of individual freedoms.

He

seeks to portray Hell as a democracy wherein all exist as
"his Peers," wherein indeed, "with full assent /They vote."
(II, 388-389)

But as revolutionary leader Satan assumes

more and more responsibility and authority; Satan sets
"himself in glory above his Peers" (I, 39).

"He is
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Caesar.”

Hell can only be a mythic democracy ruled

by "Hell's dread Emperor."

(II» 510)

"His desperate

claim to freedom led Sade into the kingdom of servitude."
...Towards him they bend
With awful reverence prone? and as a God
Extol him equal to the highest in Heav'n
(II, 476-478)
In the polity of Hell, citizens accord to Satan the
servile adoration of an idolatrous nation.
As Camus imagines the Promethean Titan leading
mankind in an assault against the heavens, so too does
Milton portray Satan as the Titan leader commandeering
angel rebels in an assault against Heaven.
Thus Satan talking to his nearest Mate
With Head up-lift above the wave, and Eyes
That sparkling blaz'd, his other Parts besides
Prone on the Flood, extended long and large
Lay floating many a rood, in bulk as huge
As whom the Fables name of monstrous size,
Titanian (I, 198)
In fact, the polity of Hell is expressed primarily through
the person of Satan, its sovereign, the figurative and
politically literal Leviathan of Paradise Lost.
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Thus Satan...
... that Sea-beast Leviathan
Leviathan, which God of all his works
Created hugest...
...the superior Fiend
Was moving toward the shore; his ponderous shield
Ethereal temper, massy, large and round,
Behind him cast (I, 192; 200-202; 283-286)
Yet to thir General's Voice they soon obey'd
Innumerable (I, 337-338)
Satan's revolutionary mania emplaces him in an
irrational and

illusory state of mind.

an apprehension of reality.

Satan loses

To the universal principle

and truth "God is thy law" (IV, 637), Satan might de¬
clare, like his metaphysical counterpart Sadç:
'Alas, grant me madness.. .By being above the
law, I am the most outcast of all outcasts.'
He who cannot stand his ground above the law
must find another law or take refuge in mad¬
ness. 22
'Take refuge in madness.’
what both Sade and Satan do?

Is this not,in fact,
"Desperate of better

course, to vent his rage /And mad"

(Paradise Regained IV,

445-446).

Sade dies at the Charenton lunatic prison

in Paris;

Satan condemns himself to eternal madness.
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The Hell of Satan, The Republic of Sade
Satan is Milton's Sade.

Satan's Hell, like

Sade's Republic, is founded not on Liberty but on
.
.
23
libertinism. "Without lav,ithere is no freedom."
For these peculiar "democrats,"

justice is defined in

terms of the deification of the passions.
Unbridled rebellion, insistance on complete
liberty, lead to...subjection...Man's
emancipation is fulfilled for Sade in these
strongholds of debauchery where a kind of bureauc¬
racy of vice rules over the life and death of the
men and women who have entered, forever, the hell
of their desires...Unbridled liberty of desires
implies the negation of others and the sup¬
pression of pity.24
Though perhaps pitiful, Satan is himself without pity.
The fury of his unbridled passions creates the abyss of
debauchery beneath Chaos.

But for Satan, the polity of

hell exists not only 'without' but also 'within.’
The Hell within him, for within him Hell
He brings, and round about him, not from Hell
One step no more than from himself can fly
By change of place... (IV, 20-23)
Which way I fly is Hell; myself am Hell (IV,75)
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According to Camus, "In every rebellion is to be found
the metaphysical demand for unity, the impossibility
of capturing it and the construction of a substitute
universe," Camus continues, "Rebellion from this
.
.
.
.
.
25
perspective is a fabrication of universe."
Alone th'Antagonist of Heav'n, nor less
Than Hell's dread Emperor with pomp Supreme,
And God-like imitated State; him round
A Globe of fiery Seraphim inclos'd
With bright imblazonry, and horrent Arms.
(II, 510-513)
Satan as Archetypal Tyrant
Satan's revolt is "a bold conspiracy against
Heav'n's King" (11,751) and not a just rebellion against
a tyrant, the latter form of revolt which would have
Milton's endorsement.

"For Milton, Satan was the

archetypal tyrant.

His reign in Hell is the express anti20
type of the reign of the Son of God by merit in Heaven."
Satan is in opposition to God as "a tyrant is so far from
being a king that he is always in direct opposition to a
king."

Satan, the most inveterate enemy of kings, is

one whom God authorizes Michael to destroy; "He therefore,
who would authorize the destruction of tyrants does not
authorize the destruction of kings but of the most in*veterate enemies to kings."

Satan's demonic empire
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has its inception in an act of assault against Divine
Justice.

Conceived in injustice,

Hell cannot justify

its national existence in terms of a Commonwealth.
Accept this dark opprobrious Den of shame,
The Prison of his Tyranny who Reigns (II, 58-59)
Hilton’s Satan of Paradise Lost has many of the
characteristics of the tyrant in Plato's Republic.
"The representation of Satan as a dictator is an essential
part of Milton's conception of the activities of the
29
character of the entire poem."
The political role
Satan assumes and the political values he proselytizes
are reminiscent of that role and those values perpetrated
by Plato's enslaved tyrant.

A servant to his own passions

of pride, envy and hatred, Satan permits^the baser elements
of his soul to triumph over the higher.
...within the man himself, in his soul, there is
a better part and a worse? and that he is his
own master when the part which is better by nature
has the worse ‘under its control...whereas it is
considered a disgrace, when...the better part
is overwhelmed by the worse, like a small force
outnumbered by a multitude. A man in that
condition is called a slave to himself and
intemperate.30
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Satan's perverse sense of personal dignity, his role
as the ruler of Hell, and his envy and disdain pre¬
clude his submission to heaven.
0 then at last relent; is there no place
Left for Repentance, none for Pardon left.?’
None left but by submission; and. that word
Disdain forbids me, and my dread of shame
Among the Spirits beneath, whôm I seduc'd
With other promises and other vaunts
Than to submit, boasting I could subdue
Th'Omnipotent.
(IV, 79-86)
Satan will forever remain an obstinate rival of the God
he condemns.

A metaphysical rebel,

"He can only exist

by defiance.
Satan as Poetic Machiavel
In Paradise Lost, Milton renders Satan a poetic
Machiavel practitioner of deceit and political subterfuge.
Author of "calumnious Art /Of counterfeited truth"
(V, 770-771), Satan acts upon events in a manner to suit
his own advantage.

"Our revolution is an attempt to con¬

quer a new existence, by action which recognizes no
moral strictures."

32

power relationships.

Satan thinks only in terms of
Like Machiavelli, he divorces

realistic politics from moral considerations.
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By rebelling from God and establishing his
own political state, Satan exiles all moral
values and considers experience only as it
relates to the acquisition and maintenance
of power. Satan exemplifies the separation
of realistic political philospjphy from moral
and religious values, a separation that
Machiavelli brought to European thought.33

Satan, like Machiavelli, assumes the posture of counsellor
to the Prince.
...though his tongue
Dropt Manna, and could make the worse appear
The better reason, to perplex and dash
Maturest Counsels: for his thoughts were lowj
To vice industrious, but to Nobler deeds
Timorous and slothful: yet, he pleas'd the ear,
And with persuasive accent thus began.
(.1, n2-n°)
(II, 112-118)
Nowhere is this more obvious than in Paradise Regained
where Satan becomes the literal counsellor Machiavel to
Heaven's Prince.
Satan exhumes a vitalism uncircumscribed by law
and an energy which defies self-control.

In Paradise

Regained, Milton counterposes the self-controlled Christ
obedient to Divine Law to the
of Divine Law.

.passionate Satan in defiance

"Good is the passive that obeys Reason.

Evil is the Active springing from Energy.
Evil is Hell."34

Good is Heaven.
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It may be further suggested that in Paradise Regained,
Satan's unreasoning is not unlike that of Dostoyevsky's
Grand Inquisitor who refuses freedom and the bread of
heaven to offer instead merely the bread of this earth
35
without freedom.

But if thou be the Son of God, Command
That out of these hard stones be made thee bread}
So shalt thou save thyself and us relieve
With Foo<J whereof we wretched seldom taste.
He ended, and the Son of God replied.
"Think* st thou such force in Bread? is it not < ’*
written
(For I discern thee other than thou seem'st)
Han lives not by Bread only, but each Word
Proceeding from the mouth of God, who fed
Our Fathers here with Manna? { «.radico flog ai
(Paradise Regained I, 342-251)
Summary and Conclusions
In Paradise Lost, Satan becomes a Miltonic study
in the psychology of rebellion.

Through this demonic

epic protagonist, Milton discusses the consequences of
a misappropriation of political power as Satan becomes
Milton’s portrayal of the pursuit for political power
disguised as a rebel's concern for the freedom and rights
of Mothers.

In the final analysis, Satan leads a

Promethean rebellion which evolves into an institution¬
alized revolution destroying individual freedom in its
wake as the revolutionary leader assumes more and more
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authority and power.

Satan emerges as "Hell's dread

Emperor" who divorces realistic politics from moral
considerations and makes a nihilistic retreat into
subjective isolation, a philosophic subjectivism
in which the universe is perceived through the
phenomenon of the Satanic consciousness.
Satan becomes Milton'd rendition of Camus'
’metaphysical rebel’;"

Impelled by a Nietzschean-like

"will to power" (fth'unconquerable Will*), Satan,
like the metaphysical rebel Sade, is an eternal revolu¬
tionary seeking, with unbounded fury, to overthrow the
throne of God and to viblate the cosmos in a protest
against the whole of creation.
Satan demands freedom without law, freedom without
a shred of reciprocal restraint or commitment, indeed,
freedom without God.

To Milton, Satan demands not

liberty but libertinism.
In retrospect, Satan becomes an existentialist in
the exercise of his "freedom."

His declaration that it

is "Better to reign in Hell than to serve in Heav'n"
is a striking anticipation of The Rebel's existentialist
assertion that it is "Better to die on one's feet than to
live on one's knees."*
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As Nietzsche has provided the basis for a counter¬
psychology, so Milton's Satan has fostered a counterethic.

Satan seeks to become totally evil in opposition

to the Augustine principle that to be is to be to some
extent good.
Satan violates "justice" since Plato defines
justice to be the performance of that function for which
one is by nature best suited.

By attempting to become

God, Satan attempts to become that for which he is not,
by nature suited, denying his purpose and, therefore,
i

acting unjustly.
In seeking freedom without law, freedom without
God, Satan refuses to acknowledge that "God is thy law"
and, consequently, Satan takes "refuge in madness."

His

chronic distortion of reality, his illusion of self¬
grandeur, his visage "rage /And mad" manifest Satan's
descension into madness.

In the final analysis, Satan,

like his metaphysical counterpart Sade, is driven to
insanity.
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